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"Wow" Moments
What was the last piece of technology
which made you say "Wow!"

I

n January of this year Google
found itself involved in a little
local difficulty. Those availing
themselves of the Google Translate
Ukrainian-to-Russian feature discovered that 'Russian Federation' was being
translated as 'Mordor'. For those readers
who aren't familiar with the JRR Tolkien
oeuvre, Mordor is a nightmarish land of
evil and shadows which features in the
Lord of the Rings trilogy. To compound
the problem it also began to translate
'Russians' as 'Occupiers' and, for good
measure, the name of Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov as—rather
inexplicably—'sad little horse'.
In the grand scheme of things it's no
biggie, but our wider fear of the technology we depend upon failing us, or worse
still, deliberately causing us problems,
runs deep.
You might recognise this issue's cover
image as HAL from 2001:A Space Odyssey, but even if you don't the likelihood

Image credit © New Line Cinema

The words 'Mordor' and 'Russian Federation' were used together
in Ukrainian so frequently that Google's algo decided they meant
the same thing. Shipping's making a similar mistake.
tions with customers and stakeholders
and should be shaping our evaluations
of, and investments in, business models,
risk, reward, value and security - right
now. The need for it is becoming urgent
and nowhere is that more apparent than
in our cyber security and resilience. I

bine to change the global economy. But
analyst after analyst I've read and listened
to in the past months are just trotting out
the same line. Things can only get better.
It's the bottom of the cycle now. And
even 'buy ships'. Unbelievable.
Christopher Rex isn't saying any of
that, and you'd be well advised to listen
SmartShips—ships which will have autonomous capability, wheth- to him. Plenty won't, because it's a lot
more comfortable to agree with everyone
er or not they are unmanned—are an essential part of where our else than to accept a very challenging
alternative view. Just because you hear
industry has to go next.
something everywhere though, doesn't
is that your view of artificial intelligence
challenge you to read 'Over Exposed?' this make it true. As Google found to its cost.
will have been shaped by that film and
"Google Translate is an automatic
issue and come away comfortable about
the massive influence it's had in the althat.
translator — it works without the
most half a century since it was released.
intervention of human translators, using
Someone else who's challenging the
Artificial intelligence is everywhere— industry is this issue's Futurenaut, Chris- technology instead," Google said in
from your phone to the stock market—
a statement to the Guardian explaintopher Rex. Head of Research at Danish
but when it comes to cars, or ships, it
Ship Finance, Christopher's bi-annual
ing its translation of Putin's Russia as a
makes us overly nervous. The reality is
Shipping Market Review raised eyebrows fictional circle of hell. “When Google
that the SmartShips—ships which will
in November when it pointed out some
Translate generates a translation, it looks
have autonomous capability, whether or
for patterns in hundreds of millions
unpalatable truths about how the future
not they are unmanned—are an essential
global economy is likely to look, and just
of documents to help decide the best
part of where our industry has to go next. what a massive impact that's likely to
translation."
That's because to date the rigid focus
I'll translate that for you—what
have on shipping.
has been on efficiency and cost reduction,
Google means is that the words 'Mordor'
What is being described as the dry
when what we really need to do is to add bulk 'bloodbath' is well underway, conand 'Russian Federation', 'Occupiers' and
value. SmartShips are going to do that,
tainer rates are struggling, oversupply of
'Russians' and 'sad little horse' and 'Sernot because they'll be cheaper to operate
oil is holding prices at rock-bottom and
gey Lavrov' (really, no idea at all) were
necessarily, but because of the digital
the Chinese economy—whatever the fig- used together in Ukrainian so frequently
competencies, infrastructure and transures actually are—is giving everyone the
Google's algo decided that, on balance,
formation that will be required for us to
willies, but however bad that is, it's pretty they probably meant the same thing.
deploy them as part of the new intellimuch a sideshow. Shipping needs to raise
Futurists like me often say that
gent transport systems developing now.
its eyes from its collective naval and take
machines are for answers and humans are
That digital competence extends
a look at the disruption heading its way
for questions. The answer as to what kind
beyond ship operations into our interacas technology and demographics comof industry we need to become, and the
reasons why aren't difficult to find. But
until we are prepared to start asking the
difficult questions, and listening
to unpalatable truths, they will
remain out of reach.
January 2016 future
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REPORT: Shipping Market Review
Danish Ship Finance
When Danish Ship Finance published its
latest bi-annual Shipping Market Review last
November there were some raised eyebrows.
The uncritical, comforting, business-as-usual
projections coming out of too many analysts in
our industry, together with advice to buy more
ships is creating a dangerous complacency.
Fortunately Christopher Rex and his research team are pointing out some inconvenient
truths everyone needs to start listening to.
Regular readers of Futurenautics will find
much familiar in what Christopher— this issue's worthy Futurenaut—has to tell us, and
there is more where that came from. So I suggest you sign up to make sure you're on the distribution list. And just like Futurenautics, it's
even free.
Read for: First-rate analysis of the global economic and technology trends likely to affect the
industry.
Download from Danish Ship Finance website

REPORT: Cyber Risk Handbook/
European 2015 Cyber Risk Survey Report
Marsh
Cyber may be something that the shipping and maritime
industry is beginning to wake up to, but it's not an industry
problem - it's a global problem. Insurance brokers Marsh
have created a range of resources which are worth a read,
particularly their Cyber Risk Handbook which gives perspectives on prevention and preparedness any executive
will find useful. In addition, Marsh's 2015 European Cyber
Risk Survey Report gives you a feel for the scale of the challenge. Both resources are free, so take advantage of them.
Read for: Guidance and intelligence
Download From the Marsh website
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etc. The rug that gets you
out of bed, the end of snoring, the drone that will deliver you somewhere and
forget SmartShips, what
about Smart Socks?

BOOKS:
WHITE PAPER:
Big Data & the New IT
Futurenautics
The Futurenautics Roundtable 'Big
Data and the new IT' took place in the
city of Oslo, supported by Inmarsat and
InterManager, the 'voice of ship management', and provoked a wide-ranging and
energised debate amongst participants.
In digital operations data is the
new currency. The shipping industry is
beginning to embrace the opportunities
provided by technical, engineering data
that allows condition based maintenance,
eco-ship efficiency and engine health
monitoring, but the data opportunity is
far wider.
The growing importance of data is
seeing IT transform its fundamental mission, transitioning away from traditional
support functions and becoming a strategic driver at the heart of the business. As
evidence-based decision making replaces
gut-feel and technology deployment
drives competitive advantage, how ready
is shipping to capitalise on this new
paradigm?
Giving their views on those and other
questions were a variety of stakeholders, from ship management and class,
to technology, training and connectivity
suppliers, and disruptive data-focussed
maritime businesses.
Read for: frank exchanges and
insight into the gap between technology
suppliers and ship operators, and what
can be done to close it.
Download: via the Futurenautics website.

Rise of the Robots, Martin Ford
No Ordinary Disruption, Richard
Dobbs, James Manyika, Jonathan Woetzel

As artificial intelligence and automation scythes through the world of work
what are the likely consequences? In his
book, winner of the Financial Times and
McKinsey Business Book of the Year in
2015, Martin Ford asks some difficult
questions and comes up with some startling conclusions, together with radical
solutions.
McKinsey puts out a lot of material
but 'No Ordinary Disruption' brings together the narrative identifying the four
major pillars which are driving global disruption. This book aims to help you reset
your assumptions as we move from 'the
Great Moderation' to a far more volatile
future.
Read for: Ford's warning that training
and education won't work this time. McKinsey's vision of relentless change accompanied by massive opportunity.
Buy from: Amazon & book stores

There are some things you just can't
put into a magazine—even a digital one.
Those find a home on the Futurenautics
website. This quarter you can follow the
links to see why the Ruggie could be the
solution to getting the stroppiest teenager out of bed, how the Silent Partner
could solve snoring misery, how Ehang
are planning to deliver humans in their
new drone and where you can finally
buy that elusive hoverboard you've been
coveting ever since Back To The Future II.
Oh, and if you want a project, check out
Netflix's smart socks. This isn't a gadget
you can buy, this is a gadget you have to
earn...
Find it all at www.futurenautics.com
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Buying
the Cow
Rolls-Royce has brought its cutting-edge knowledge of aerospace
Big Data and analytics to maritime, and with them a blueprint of the
ownership ecosystems of the future.
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he simple life of a farmer—that
custodian of nature who spends
his or her days in the bucolic
loveliness of the countryside tending to
the beasts and fowl with the wise husbandry handed down by earlier generations—is the stuff of corporate rat-racer
daydreams. And if you're able to retire
on a fat pension, buy a chunk of land and
move in a pig or two, maybe you can live
that dream.
The stark reality though is that farming is as tough a commercial business
as any other, and increasingly as reliant
on technology to operate. But whereas
when something goes wrong with your
broadband the average farmer wouldn't
rely on his own expertise to fix it, when
your tractor stops working, well, you grab
your spanners and take a look, don't you.
Unless it's a John Deere tractor. In which
case before you reach for your spanner
these days it might be advisable to lawyerup.
How could it be possible that fiddling
around with a tractor for which you have
paid a handsome price to John Deere—
the world’s largest agricultural machinery
maker—and which you own outright,
could lead to a lawsuit? That's because
what you've really bought is a chassis and
wheels and tyres and an engine, but the
bit that makes it all actually work—the
software—doesn't belong to you at all. As

John Deere and General Motors told the
US Copyright Office, farmers don’t own
their tractors, what they have bought
is “an implied license for the life of the
vehicle to operate the vehicle.” And
therefore if they start mucking about
with the software that runs it, they're
breaking the law.
I've spoken and written many times
about how over time, and actually far
less time than we anticipate, the extent
to which we actually own something will
become questionable. In the consumer
space there's low-level, but growing
understanding that as software begins to
run virtually all our everyday items we
need to revisit our ideas about ownership
and value. But for commercial businesses operating high-value assets this
shift in the ownership ecosystem opens
up a huge and positive opportunity, and
John Deere provides a perfect example
of a manufacturer who really has got it
spectacularly wrong.
Speaking to Wired one John Deere
customer, Kerry Adams, a family farmer
in Santa Maria, California explained
how he'd recently bought two transplanter machines from John Deere
costing over $100,000 each. When they
broke down soon afterwards he had to
fly a factory technician out to fix them.
When they continued to cause
problems Adams tried to get them fixed
locally, but the software was too complex,
and of course, it wasn't his. So when he
couldn't afford to fly the John Deere
guy out any longer he had to lay up his
expensive machines. Will he be buying
anything from John Deere again? Think
not.
Which makes this not only outrageous, but also incredibly short-sighted.
Because there is a golden opportunity
waiting for John Deere and manufacturers like it. Future prosperity depends not
on locking your customers out, but in
embedding closer, deeper, more valuable
relationships with them than ever before,
ones which allow seamless technology
adoption and reliability, thereby benefitting both sides in the process.
Relationships like that are already
being developed in other industries,
notably aviation where—like shipping—
the optimal utilisation of expensive assets
is key. And—also like shipping—the
manufacturer who is leading the way,
is Rolls-Royce. For some time now

Rolls-Royce has been talking about
SmartShips, or Ship Intelligence, as it
characterises the trend. But whilst its
headline-grabbing autonomous ship project has been widely reported, the company isn't just looking at the potential
of unmanned operation. In fact it's been
developing a very solid SmartShipping
proposition that ship operators could be
benefitting from right now.
What I find particularly interesting, and heartening, about Rolls-Royce's
Equipment Health Monitoring solution
is the extent to which it has transferred
its expertise between aerospace and maritime. It's a puzzling fact that so many big
maritime supply businesses, and also ship
owners, have interests and operations in
other vertical markets, and yet there's a
siloed mentality when it comes to cross
fertilisation. Fortunately Rolls-Royce
seems to have broken that barrier.
"Rolls-Royce has almost 20 years’
experience of using Equipment Health
Management, particularly in the aerospace sector, to help customers get the
most out of their assets. We monitor approximately 10,500 engines for
1260 customers, analyse billions of data
points on-board per flight, and millions
every day on the ground," explains Jay
McFadyen, Senior Vice President of

Engineering and Product Management,
Services. "As a result we’ve developed
a capability to detect, diagnose, and
prioritize issues with critical equipment,
and a deep understanding of the tools,
processes and business models that are
needed to do that. We believe that this
level of experience and expertise can
add real value to our customers and the
marine sector more widely."
Big Data is one of the key buzzwords in shipping right now, but genuine
expertise in Big Data programmes in
maritime suppliers is very rare. Everyone's asking how and where it can add
value, but Rolls-Royce are able to demonstrate that now.
"We have class approval from ABS,
Lloyds Register and DNV-GL for
Azimuth thruster condition monitoring,
which we’ve fitted to over 100 thrusters to date," says McFadyen. "This is
giving operators a clear view of how
each thruster is operating in real-time.
The system gives early alerts so corrective action can be planned to minimise
any downtime, and it also allows for the
extension of service intervals."
This monitoring of the condition
of these complex assets and their load
profiles may have extended major service
intervals, reduced maintenance costs and

John Deere told the US Copyright Office that farmers don't own their
tractors, but have 'an implied license for the life of the vehicle to operate the vehicle.' It's not only outrageous, but a huge missed opportunity.
Images credit © John Deere, previous page © Getty Images

Image credit © Getty Images
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In the aerospace sector we've pioneered an approach to
identify and process the most important engine data on
wing and securely transmit it back to our ground-based
operations centres in order to exploit the available bandwidth to best effect.
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Image credit © Rolls-Royce

operational disruptions, but it hasn't seen
a huge uptake yet in shipping. McFadyen
blames the legacy of a time-based regulatory requirement that operators have
developed their maintenance schedules
around. "However, the challenging
economic conditions that we’re currently
seeing have highlighted the need to reduce and optimize maintenance as much
as possible to protect revenues and margins, placing more emphasis on condition
based maintenance," he says.
When asked about what challenges
aviation and shipping share McFadyen
points to a common need to get access to
the data remotely and securely, and analyse that data efficiently and effectively
in order to be able to make useful and
accurate recommendations to customers about what they should do and when
in order to optimise their assets. Indeed
data ownership and security are increasingly important issues for ship operators.
So how does Rolls-Royce ensure cyber
security and resilience of its data?
"Over the last 20 years we’ve had
to give considerable thought to cyber
security, protecting such sensitive data
from increasingly sophisticated threats,"
confirms McFadyen although due to
the nature of the issue he can't go into
any more detail. But as the case of John
Deere exposes, protecting the data is one
thing: who owns what when it comes
to data and equipment can be equally
important. And on the issue of data ownership McFadyen is very straightforward.
"In most cases the operator owns the
raw data coming from the assets that
they own and most Equipment Health
Monitoring contracts recognise this," he
confirms. "However, the analysis of this
data which results in insights, is done
using Rolls-Royce IP, and therefore,
actionable information generated using
this IP resides with Rolls-Royce. This
data is then shared with the customers to
reduce maintenance costs and improve
availability."
So data ownership is already clearly
defined under the Rolls-Royce model
to the satisfaction of ship operators who
use it. That—together with the reaction
that ClassNK have reported from ship
operators to its newly-established Ship
Data Centre (read about it in this issue's
'Bits & Pieces' article)—suggests that the
widespread belief that ship operators
won't allow anyone to access their data

"We are using edge computing techniques to optimise what data is
processed and analysed close to the asset, on-board, and what data
needs to be sent to the Rolls-Royce Service Data Centre. At RollsRoyce we've been using predictive analytics since well before the term
was invented."

Rolls-Royce absolutely is. In fact they're
is out of date. What ship operators are
clearly recognising is that allowing access already forming part of its solution.
"We are using edge computing
to their data when they're able to see a
techniques to optimise what data is
real benefit, makes real sense.
But allowing access can be a complex processed and analysed close to the asset,
on-board, and what data needs to be sent
matter. Several connected SmartShip
to the Rolls-Royce Service Data Centre,"
projects have struggled to handle the
confirms Selway. "On-board we monitor
amount of data generated by on-board
sensors with current levels of marine con- around 200 parameters and send a subset
nectivity unable to cope. But Rolls-Royce of these to the Service Centre, where we
apply advanced predictive analytics. We
is transferring its aerospace expertise to
use patented techniques to fuse data and
meet that challenge.
create diagnostic networks which signifi"In the aerospace sector, we’ve
cantly reduce the level of false alerts and
pioneered an approach to identify and
provide advance warning of problems
process the most important engine data
and failures."
on wing, and securely transmit it back to
our ground-based operations centres in
Predictive analytics are, of course,
order to exploit the available bandwidth
another area likely to become crucial for
to best effect," explains David Selway,
every industry, shipping included. To
Vice President Business Development
ensure uptime and availability the RollsControls and Data Services at RollsRoyce solution has to be able to predict
Royce. "The remaining data, which we
potential issues, but what are the benefits
need to analyse in the longer term, can be of predictive analytics over, say, condition
collected in slower time, at the end of the monitoring data?
voyage, when connectivity is better."
"At Rolls-Royce we’ve been using
It's a similar approach to that used by predictive analytics since well before the
Danelec which is already capturing data
term was invented," points out Selway.
via its next-generation connected VDR
"But the challenge with trend and condiand pre-qualifying that data onboard be- tion based monitoring is to balance the
fore transmitting it. The result—as CEO
prediction of real failures against the risk
Hans Ottosen told the Futurenautics
of false alerts, which generate unnecesroundtable in Norway (see the report this
sary maintenance activity and associated
issue)—is Big Data for the shipping
costs."
industry for US$1 per day. Rolls-Royce
Selway says that over the past 5 to
sees that improvements in connectivity
7 years Rolls-Royce has developed an
will make a difference though, "We will
approach to predictive analytics which
be able to retrieve more data faster, and
combines lots of different data points
get a richer picture of vessels’ operations
with known failure models. "It allows us
which we can pass on to our customers,"
to predict the probability of failure with
says Selway.
over 90 per cent confidence, and suffiBut as the cost of microprocesciently early for operators to act on these
sors falls and the Industrial Internet of
warnings," he explains. "We are applying
Things really gears up then in future this
the same methods for developing diagkind of solution is likely to rely less on
nostic networks which have been proven
connectivity to transfer data in favour
over time in the aero industry."
of pushing computing to the edge of
Rolls-Royce and manufacturers like
it who have invested in developing this
the network. Few inside the maritime
industry seem familiar with this shift, or
intimate understanding of how its equipthe term Fog or Edge computing, but
ment operates in the field, in the air or on
January 2016 future
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the sea, in real-time, and what it's going
to do next, are in a hitherto unimaginable position. And it allows them to do a
couple of things which would have been
almost impossible a couple of decades
ago. Firstly, that intimate relationship
with their equipment can by definition
be extended to their customers, allowing
them to offer significant additional value.
"Having an OEM's (Original
Equipment Manufacturer) equipment
designers in the loop gives an additional
layer of insight, allowing us to validate
our data and analysis with the people
whose experience and expertise went
into the design of the system and its
components in the first place," says Jay
McFadyen. "It also allows our designers to continually improve our products
based on the extensive feedback we’re
getting about the products in operation,
and Rolls-Royce is in a unique position because of the depth of its product
portfolio including engines, propulsion,
deck machinery, automation and control,
electrical systems, motion control and
ship design, and the over 50 Service
locations and nearly 1000 field service
engineers who can take action locally
based on the recommendations from our
engineering experts."
That's pretty good, but the opportunity is wider. Using its knowledge of
both customers and equipment Rolls-

Royce is now in a position to fundamentally redefine the relationship, and the
business model. That new model starts
with 'power-by-the hour', where the
lifetime maintenance costs of an asset
are effectively leased rather than bought,
and charged on a usage basis.
"With a power by the hour model,
operators’ overall maintenance costs are
lower and they effectively only pay for
the time their assets are in operation,"
explains McFadyen. "Capital expenditure can also be reduced with less need
for operators to maintain an extensive
service infrastructure or to hold stocks of
spares or alternate equipment."
Not only are costs lower, but the
misaligned objectives that create the
adversarial roles of 'supplier' and 'purchaser' change too, and that creates real
value.
"Ultimately with a power by the hour
model, the interests of the OEM and
the customer, in terms of revenue and
profit, are more closely aligned," agrees
McFadyen. "The OEM makes money
when the operator’s assets are working
rather than being maintained."
It's a simple but transformative
change which has broad repercussions. If
the equipment manufacturer is responsible for the uptime of the engine you can
guarantee that he will be focussed on
making that engine as reliable as possi-

Jay McFadyen/
David Selway
Photo/Caption

Jay McFadyen, Senior Vice President of Engineering
and Product Management, Services - Rolls-Royce
Image credit © Rolls-Royce
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ble, the software as powerful as possible
and the unit as cyber secure as possible.
"Of course with such a model the OEM
takes on an element of risk and charges
a premium for this," acknowledges
McFadyen, but the reason they can do
that at all is because they're able to really
assess and quantify that risk thanks to
intimate way they now understand their
kit and the way it operates.
Whereas the current model requires built-in obsolescence in order to
continue the sales cycle, and the after
sales cycle, and the maintenance charges
which can be so lucrative for OEMs,
the power by the hour model reinforces
the positive outcomes everyone wants.
And it does something else too, it lays
the foundations for the development
of autonomy and eventually unmanned
vessels. Engine maintenance is one of
the big reasons people are required on
board. Make the engines more reliable
and you've taken a major step towards
moving them off.
"It will provide some of the basic
technological building blocks for future
remote and autonomous ships," confirms
McFadyen. "The collection and analysis
of significant quantities of operating
data and the development of enhanced
analytic capabilities will be crucial to
the development of remote and autonomous ships, by providing a massive set
of historic statistical data from which
robust trends can be drawn and valid
predictions of ship reliability made,"
promises McFadyen. "Significantly more
standardised and reliable ships will be
essential if they are to operate at sea for
several weeks without onboard engineers."
But Health Management is one of
three elements of the Rolls-Royce approach to ship intelligence, and together
with its optimisation and decision support systems, is providing real tangible
benefits and value to ship owners, operators and seafarers right now.
And value is the key. Until now when
it came to ships the focus has always
been on reducing costs and McFadyen is
clear that the current economic climate
means that's still front of mind for
operators. But, as we're discussing this
issue, the SmartShip isn't just about
reducing costs, it's about creating value,
and the power by the hour model is a
good example. How long it will take for

Maritime's bureaucratic singularity is looming, and looking at the
state of cyber security you could argue we've already reached the
inflection point. The power-by-the-hour model is an essential part
of what's likely to follow.
Image credit © Getty Images

operators to recognise that is a different
matter.
"Operators are beginning to think
more about maintenance models but it’s
still early days for something like power
by the hour," says McFadyen. "Currently
the emphasis is on using data for energy
management, minimizing unexpected
downtime and extending planned maintenance intervals."
What seems clear is that the way
assets are developed, manufactured, operated and maintained, and the relationships between the various stakeholders
involved in that process are changing fast.
And that's a very positive thing when you
set it in the context of the wider disruption taking place in maritime.
I've talked before about the upcoming
'bureaucratic singularity' in maritime, the
point at which the incumbent regulators are outpaced by technology and lose
their ability to regulate it. Looking at the
state of cyber security in maritime you
might argue that we've already reached
the inflection point. But the power by the
hour model is an essential part of what's
likely to follow. As the access over own-

ership trend accelerates the next logical
step is to lease not just the maintenance
but the asset itself and be charged by
the manufacturer on a usage basis. It's
the polar opposite of the John Deere
situation. Under this paradigm our friend
Kerry Adams wouldn't have shelled out
over US$200,000 up front, and if the
machinery he'd signed up to use stopped
working, he'd simply stop paying.
The new ownership ecosystems created could include your insurer and your
lender too, and perhaps your Class and
Flag State. Even your Charterer. Realtime data and transparency across those
stakeholders together with aligned objectives might form the basis of not just an
ownership but a regulatory ecosystem
where compliance, and operation beyond
compliance, is demonstrated in real-time.
A ship will earn its right to operate on a
minute-to-minute basis, reinforcing the
positive behaviours and outcomes we all
want—and need—to see.
It's an ecosystem that John Deere
doesn't seem to have the vision to understand, but Rolls-Royce does.
There's an old warning that con-

cerned mothers and fathers once issued
to their unmarried daughters when they
went out on a date with a boy. Remember, they used to say, that no one's going
to buy the cow when they can get the
milk for free. Digital operations and
infrastructure, connectivity and Big Data
mean that the new ownership ecosystems
on the horizon are going to start making
that a reality. Of course the milk won't
be for free, but the reliability and quality
of its supply, and the security of knowing
the Cow 3.0 platform is running the latest udders release will mean it's no longer
viewed in cost terms, but value terms.
Of course when you've got customers
and suppliers pointing in the same direction, the customer acquisition and retention process gets streamlined too. So you
don't just have a happier cow and better
milk, you also end up with longer term,
more deeply embedded, collaborative
relationships less dependent on expensive
marketing and sales efforts. And you
know what that means, don't you?
That's right. Less churn.
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s part of our mission to chart shipping and maritime’s technology-enabled future, we’re profiling
some of the people shaping that future.
Shipping may be the lifeblood of global trade but as the
recent economic crisis reminded us, finance is the lifeblood of
shipping. As large swathes of lenders exited the ship finance
market altogether we've seen an influx of private equity anxious
to take advantage of distressed assets in a market where the
only way was up. Only it hasn't turned out that way.
Private Equity with its love of data and wider investment
interests may have been expected to be the ones who gave the
industry a reality check—but not so. That's being left to a far
more niche and established player.
Danish Ship Finance focuses solely on the provision of
loans for shipping companies, secured by a ship's mortgage. Its
67 employees currently manage a portfolio of approximately
DKK 44 billion, secured by mortgages on 500 vessels As its
Head of Research Christopher Rex's specialist expertise is in
the shipping industry, and yet his vision is far broader.
Responsible for a must-read semi-annual Shipping Market Review, Christopher embodies the kind of cognitive diversity shipping badly needs. He and his team of economists are
across not only the global trends but importantly the technology trends which are in many cases driving them. Their reports
contain clear-eyed and badly needed challenges to the assumptions too many are still relying on.
Christopher and Danish Ship Finance share these reports
free of charge with the industry so if you haven't read the latest
one yet, then do. And if you get the chance to hear Christopher
live at an event anytime I highly recommend you do so.
I was fortunate to spend some time with Christopher in
a very cold Copenhagen recently and he agreed to answer my
impertinent questions. I'm delighted to have him as our first,
and I'm sure you'll agree, very worthy Futurenaut of 2016.
Here's what he told us.

Q

The WEF in Davos is currently talking about the
fourth industrial revolution. What is that, and what
does it mean for shipping?

It is a highly interesting but also very complex question to
answer. I will do my best to introduce the basics, but I urge any
interested readers to come back for more details in our next
Shipping Market Review in May 2016 (to be published midMay this year).
The fourth industrial revolution is about combining all the
great technological achievements that have been occurring
since the middle of the last century. It is characterized by a
fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines between the
physical and digital spheres.
The fourth industrial revolution holds the potential to redefine the way we live our lives, run our businesses and understand the world. We do not yet know just how it will unfold,
but one thing is clear. It develops at an exponential rather than
a linear pace. In essence, it holds the potential to disrupt almost
every industry in every country. The shipping industry may be
in the eye of the storm.
Today, machines are profitably substituting human labour
in more industries than ever before. As intelligent machines

become cheaper and yet more capable, they will increasingly
replace human labour. The growing capabilities of automation
threaten one of the most reliable strategies that poor countries
have used to attract outside investment in the past: offering low
wages to compensate for low productivity and skill levels. In
more and more domains, the most cost-effective source of “labour” is becoming intelligent and flexible machines as opposed
to low-wage humans in other countries.
In a world where businesses stop chasing cheap labour, production will gravitate towards wherever the final market is, because that will add value by shortening delivery times, reducing
inventory costs, and the like.
But the fourth industrial revolution does not stop here. The
productivity of materials and resources (i.e. the circular economy) is at the heart of the fourth industrial revolution. New
technologies will enable significant increases in the utilisation
of materials and resources. In a circular economy, the goal for
durable components, including metals and most plastics, is to
reuse or upgrade them for other productive applications through
as many cycles as possible.
The benefits for the environment and the global consumers
seem obvious. But its potential negative impact on global trade
volumes could over time be significant, not least when combined with the prospect of robotics, artificial intelligence, the
Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles, additive manufacturing (i.e. 3D printers), nanotechnology, biotechnology, material
science, renewable energy and energy storage (i.e. batteries).
The long-term implications for the shipping industry could
fundamentally be game changing. The most obvious part of the
shipping industry to be unsettled first seems to be the container
industry. Not only will the extensive logistic myriad of component trades, driving the interregional trades and much of the
back-haul volumes be impacted, but the very backbone of the
industry, the head-haul routes, appears to be at risk if production moves closer to consumers.
And what will happen to GDP creation if the ability to create millions of jobs disappears? How will millions of people in
Asia, the Middle East, Latin America and Africa be lifted out
of poverty without a job? And what will happen to demand for
fossil fuels in a scenario of lower growth that is increasingly
building on services rather than industrial production? Industrial production tends to be shipping—and fossil fuel—intensive and often produces spill-over effects, which also promote
shipping and fossil fuel demand.
Services tend to be less dependent on fossil fuels and create
less spill-overs to the shipping industry. Put another way, the
fourth industrial revolution is opening the gates for long-term
gains in efficiency and productivity. Transportation costs will
drop, logistics and global supply chains will become more effective, and the cost of trade will diminish. In essence, travel distances will shorten, trade volumes will drop and fleet efficiency
could improve considerably.
This outlines the first drawings of a new architecture for the
shipping industry. In other industries we are already seeing new
patterns of consumer behaviour that force companies to adapt
the way they design, market, and deliver products and services.
A key trend is the development of technology-enabled platforms that combine both demand and supply to disrupt existing
industry structures. Similar trends could easily find their way
January 2016 future
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'The historical link between global GDP
growth and seaborne trade seems to be
breaking apart'.
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to the shipping industry. It could mean that entire new business
models will have to be developed to serve the industry.
To me it seems clear that the fourth industrial revolution
could be redesigning parts of the shipping industry within a decade or two, within the lifespan of vessels recently ordered.

Q

Your Shipping Market Review is an industry mustread. The most recent (November) edition was pretty
hard hitting, suggesting that seaborne trade volumes
could plateau or even fall. What kind of reaction have
you had to it?

Many of our readers contacted us and told me that they
found the ideas presented very fascinating, but unrealistic or at
best relevant in the distant future.
Many asked me how I can possibly argue that world trade
will decline when the global population is growing.
It is true that a growing global population will require the
construction of cities; more food produced and distributed, but
as I have just argued above much indicates that the fourth industrial revolution is opening the gates for long-term gains in
efficiency and productivity.
The current model of global growth is neither very efficient
nor sustainable in terms of resource consumption, but it creates
a lot of seaborne trade. We expect this to change in the years to
come.
16
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Q

Virtually every shipping industry forecast—from
company growth to CO2 emissions—is based on
the historical link between global GDP growth and
shipping volumes. But that's decoupling isn't it?

Correct. The historical link between global GDP growth
and seaborne trade seems to be breaking apart as the engines
powering the global economy shifts from industrial production
towards services.
At the moment it seems that global GDP is growing in tandem with seaborne trade. However, the fourth industrial revolution is expected to further weaken this relationship up until a
point where the link between them could be decoupled.

Q

Probably one of the biggest problems the industry
has is overcapacity, but in their defence, as long as
ship owners can access the funds to buy ships, what's
to stop them? When asset-based lending is feeding
counter-cyclical investments in tonnage rather than
value creation based around customer requirements,
aren't lenders part of the problem? If so, what needs
to change?

In general, I do not think it is the job of lenders to tell investors where to put their money. But from the perspective of Danish Ship Finance we have long taken the view that we prefer to

support the more traditional parts of the industry. We have only
had a very limited contact with new investors coming in to the
market to make a short-term bet on a long-term industry.
From our perspective what needs to improve is the understanding of the mechanisms driving the industry. For more than
10 years we have provided our research free of charge to the industry hoping to contribute to the understanding of the forces
at play.

Q

Danish Ship Finance is a long-established and
highly respected institution—often a deadly combination in a digital world of lean start-ups. Is the new
economic order you've identified for ship operators
also encouraging new thinking internally too?

Yes indeed. Danish Ship Finance is an established niche
player in the market for ship finance. We have been in the business since 1961, but we constantly strive to develop a deeper
understanding of the evolution of the global economy and the
shipping industry to provide a fact base that contributes to our
lending strategy.

Q

I've heard rumours that you've been accepted into
Singularity University - the only shipping person
I've come across so far who has. What is it, and why
are you attending?

Singularity University provides educational programs that
help people understand cutting-edge technologies, and how to
utilize these technologies. Their mission is to educate, inspire
and empower leaders to apply exponential technologies to address humanity's grand challenges.
In our approach to research we are always very cautious not
to be constrained by our own assumptions or conventional market wisdoms.
We always try to remind ourselves that the assumptions we
make will echo in the answers we find. I believe that the ability to
provide cutting edge market research is dependent on the ability
to look at an industry from both the inside and the outside.
At Singularity University I hope to meet a cognitive diversity
that will challenge and hopefully upgrade my understanding of
some of the trends that are about to shape our future.

Q

Whatever shipping looks like in a decade's time one
thing seems certain—digital operations will be at
its heart. How do we encourage ship operators to
make digital infrastructure investments now? Will
they get a hearing from lenders if they ask for funds
to do so?

Today’s market is in a particular challenging stage. Many
of the major segments are struggling with overcapacity, low
freight rates and low asset values. Ship operators are working
hard to make a profit while keeping their costs low.
Many will agree that digital investments should be part of a

future strategy but the landscape of the future remains shrouded
in uncertainty. Which digital investments will make a difference
for the future revenue? What will the market place look like?
Lenders will support the players that have a vision for the future,
a clear strategy and a market position to get there.

'We always try to remind ourselves that the assumptions we
make will echo in the answers
we find. The ability to provide
cutting edge market research
depends on the ability to
look at an industry from both
the inside and the outside.'

Q

Big Data is offering the opportunity to unearth
operational insights and drive evidence based decision-making. How important do you think that
is for shipping? Are you involved in any projects?

I started out the interview talking about the fourth industrial
revolution. To me Big Data is a vital part of this package. To
know who, where, when and what is essential information for
any well-functioning market place.
The success of platforms such as Uber, Airbnb and the like,
all examples of third-party solutions disrupting existing industries, clearly shows that collecting data and utilising it properly
may prove very valuable. The idea is not new; many companies
have tried to tap into this value proposition in the shipping industry in recent years.
To our knowledge, they have so far only had limited success.
But that does not prove that the value is not there. It simply
shows that the right solution has not been applied. Many will
oppose the idea. But to maintain the status quo hardly seems a
long-term profitable business strategy if our concern about lower
future seaborne demand proves accurate. The new tactics that
this shift will engender have the power to eliminate the tradeoff between economies of scale and profitability, and to reshape
entire industries.
The opportunities and risks it presents will change over time
and vary between segments. Competitive advantage will be
claimed by the businesses that see and act on this shift first.
Within a few years we expect that some parts, if not all, of
the shipping industry will be building upon technology-enabled
trading platforms. Business models and investment strategies
will be rethought to fit into a new and more efficient version of
our industry. We are, however, not involved directly in any projects at this stage in time.
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Q

We're talking about SmartShips this issue. They're
the first steps on the road to autonomy, unmanned or
crewless ships. Will autonomy be the most disruptive
of the meta-trends for shipping?

The fourth industrial revolution offers massive changes to
both supply and demand. Smart ships or unmanned ships will
truly be something new, if introduced, but the genuine disruptive forces at play are those that redefine the nature of demand.
Today’s shipping industry is, largely speaking, serving a global
economy that is wasting massive amounts of resources.
The average material is only used once. In a future where
more and more ‘items’ are being reused, recycled or remanufactured at location, the need for seaborne transportation will decline. This will impact most ship segments as both the demand
for fossil fuels, petrochemicals, steel and containerized goods
are expected to decline.
Combined with the expected improvements in energy efficiency and global asset allocation it seems that the shipping
industry could be on the brink of a demand transformation that
holds the potential to redefine the forces at play.

'In a future where more and more items are
being reused, recycled or remanufactured
the need for seaborne transportation will
decline'

futurenautics

The shipping industry is in the midst of a transition. As already addressed in this interview, we see that demand patterns
are being redefined by various forces at play simultaneously.
And supply keeps pumping into already oversupplied markets.
Several of the tanker segments currently benefit from high
trading activity while underlying demand growth remains moderate. I think that many players within the shipping industry
feel a bit puzzled about the future. It is like navigating with a
compass rose that keeps spinning.
We have already touched upon the relationship between
global GDP and seaborne trade. This relationship is about to
fracture as the service sector contributes more and more to
global GDP. Consumer spending is shifting from goods toward
services.
It is difficult to say whether this is the early sign of the
emergence of the fourth industrial revolution. I believe that the
influence of the technologies driving the fourth industrial revolution will intensify in the years to come and that we may start
to see declining world trade volumes in a few years, but the jury
is still out.

Q

It's been said that this year will be the 'dry bulk
bloodbath', whilst some senior economists are recommending it's a good time to buy ships. What's
your view?

It is definitely a difficult time for many dry bulk owners.
And many new vessels are on order to be delivered within the
next two to three years. The buy recommendation could rely on
the belief that market fundamentals are close to the bottom.
They might very well be in fact. But for secondhand prices to
recover from current levels we need to have some tailwind from
one of the three factors determining secondhand prices.
The three factors are: short-term earnings, long-term earnings expectations and the expected economic life of the vessel
(i.e. cash-flow period). The Baltic Dry Index is low and could
improve within the next years, but to add value earnings should
at least cover the operating expenses.
The long-term earnings expectation is often considered
linked to the newbuilding price (i.e. the replacement cost).
There is little to indicate that newbuilding prices should begin
to recover within the next year or so since there is too much
capacity available at global shipyards.
The expected economic life of vessels is somehow anchored
in the average age of vessels scrapped. In today’s dry bulk market, vessels are being scrapped prematurely and the average age
continues to decline. Little indicates that the average scrapping
candidate will become older before the balance between supply and demand has been re-established. But as demand seems
incapable of absorbing the new vessels entering the market we
see little chance that this balance will improve during the next
year or two. With all three parameters pointing towards lower
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Q

Listening to almost every analyst on the maritime
circuit, and even Maersk's CEO at the WEF recently, everyone seems to think things are going to
get better, based on the fact that they 'have to'. Is
this the shipping industry's 'Emperor's new clothes'
moment? How long can it last?

January 2016

Christopher (left) pictured at a recent Global Trade Summit: "The shipping industry is in the midst of a transition.
Demand patterns are being redefined by various forces at
play simultaneously."
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future secondhand values the only mechanism available to lift
prices beyond their earnings potential should be if new investors decide to bet on a market recovery. To my knowledge we
currently have more sellers available than buyers, which does not
exactly indicate market recovery is around the corner. But it is all
about timing and now could be the time. It is for the cash-rich
ship owners to decide.

Q

Which do you think are the most potentially disruptive digital businesses in maritime at the moment?
What will the next major technology disruption in
shipping be, and who will it most affect?

The combinatorial effects of the entire technology basket of
the fourth industrial revolution seems extremely disturbing to
the industry. At the moment it seems that the container business is first in line to be unsettled by some of the technologies.
The energy related segments (including offshore) could as well
become targets if the demand expectations behind recent orders
are not being met by actual demand.
We have to remember that young fleets with few obvious
scrapping candidates (e.g. crude and product tankers) are extremely exposed to freight rate declines if demand fails to absorb
supply.

Q

Q

DNV GL’s 'The Future of Shipping' report outlines
a scenario where IMO is obsolete by mid‐century,
driven by what I call the Bureaucratic Singularity where the exponential growth of technology outpaces
bureaucracy's ability to regulate it.
Can we use the same technology to develop new
regulatory ecosystems with a range of stakeholders
from manufacturers to customers, lenders and insurers where transparent operations demonstrate compliance in real-time, reinforcing positive behaviours
and raising the costs of operation for transgressors?

During the previous Danish Maritime Forum it was widely
discussed how to establish a global shipping version of the IATA
(the International Air Transport Association).
But I think that you are right. If the industry becomes intercted by technology-enabled trading platforms it seems reasonable to assume that these will work as a catalyst for certain
behaviours. This is in fact what needs to be done in order to reestablish and maintain an acceptable balance between supply
and demand.

As more of shipping's operations become digital the
connectivity and platforms we're leveraging to drive
transparency, collaborate, improve safety and create
value are also creating new downside risks which
have to be managed. Cyber security is essential for
the maritime industry to move safely into its future,
but the industry appears under-prepared.
Cyber security shouldn't be a competitive advantage,
but equally, a vessel infected with malware may not
qualify as seaworthy. Is that another part of the risk
profile Danish Ship Finance and others like them
should be evaluating?

It is indeed a topic we follow very closely and one the industry should continue to focus on.

Q

What was the last piece of technology—consumer,
industrial or professional—which made you say
"Wow!"?

I have become a great fan of many new technologies. But one
of the latest that has caught my attention is ‘solar thermal fuel’.
The solar thermal fuel polymer can harvest sunlight by day and
release heat on-demand.
This is extremely interesting because it can help us address
two of the most pressing challenges we face today: our expanding energy needs and how to reduce carbon emissions. Solar energy offers a promising solution to both challenges through its
abundant characteristic and the lack of carbon emissions.
However, a transformation from fossil fuels to solar energy
requires efficient and cost-effective processes to collect, store,
and transport our most plentiful—but intermittent—source of
energy.
The promising approach of solar thermal fuel is the production of synthetic fuel, which can harvest and store the sun's energy in chemical form via rearrangement of photoactive molecules,
allowing solar energy to be easily transported and stored in the
form of heat on demand.

Christopher Rex is the Head of Research
at Danish Ship Finance. Visit them and
access their free market reports at
www.shipfinance.dk
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Fragmentation, privacy and ownership
could scupper Big Data's potential
in shipping. Or could they? The data
suggests otherwise.

Bits
& Pieces
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ig Data is often said to be characterised by the 4 'V's—volume,
variety, veracity and velocity—but
when I speak about it I always add another
'V', and that's 'Value'. Whilst the shipping
and maritime industry is struggling with the
data architectures, platforms and competencies necessary to 'do' Big Data, one suspects
that part of what's hampering that investment is the big question—what am I going
to get out of it?
It's a question that PwC addressed in
a survey, the results of which were released
late in 2015. The firm surveyed 1,800 senior
business leaders in North America and
Europe at mid-sized companies with more
than 250 employees and enterprise-level
organizations with over 2,500 employees.
The study found that while 75 percent of
business leaders from companies of all sizes,
locations and sectors felt they were "making the most of their information assets," 43
percent of companies surveyed reported that
they "obtain little tangible benefit from their
information," while 23 percent "derive no
benefit whatsoever," according to the study.
The bottom line is that it's hard to invest
in the underlying data infrastructure and
expensive data scientists when you aren't
sure where the value's going to come from.
It's a theme that was raised during the Futurenautics Big Data roundtable in Norway,
which is covered in this issue. Representing its members, InterManager VP George
Hoyt made it clear that ship operators
were not going to invest in Big Data unless
there was a clear ROI. And perhaps it's for
that reason that the driving force behind
Big Data so far in maritime has been the
Class Societies. Unlike other industries the
vendors of Big Data platforms and solutions
have been slow to find shipping and maritime, and that could be because the potential
of true Big Data—the fusion of all kinds of
data streams to create new insight—is really
in its infancy. By contrast, for Class Societies
looking for iterative improvements in safety
and environmental impacts, rather than a
commercial competitive advantage, Big Data
has a clear value.
DNV GL has made a lot of running on
the subject of Big Data, but it's ClassNK
who, late last year, announced the establishment of the Ship Data Centre in Tokyo.
The centre is a wholly owned subsidiary of
ClassNK that aims 'to support the utilization of data gathered from ship operations'.
What ClassNK has recognised is that
despite the improvements in connectivity,
the approach to data capture across the industry is still very fragmented. It claims that
similar data is being sent by several vendors,
and analysis carried out almost entirely on a
ship by ship basis and to make larger gains

what's needed is a central platform capable
of centralising and managing diverse data.
I was interested to understand more
about just how diverse the data it was going
to collect, and how wide an impact the Ship
Data Centre had the potential to be, so I was
grateful to its new head, ClassNK Executive
Vice President Yasushi Nakamura, for taking
the time to explain his vision.
Perhaps one of the most striking things
about what Mr. Nakamura and his team
discovered isn't to do with the data at all,
but the attitudes of ship operators towards
it. At the Futurenautics Big Data roundtable
InterManager's George Hoyt pointed to the
real reluctance of ship operators to share any
data whatsoever, citing the InterManager
KPI project by way of example.
Despite the project being run for the
benefit of InterManager members, very few
would actually provide their data to make it
workable. Hoyt made the point very strongly
that any Big Data initiatives were likely to
struggle for the same reason. However, that
contrasts completely with the experience of
Yasushi Nakamura, "What surprised us was

that together deliver so much more than the
sum of their parts. And alongside that, the
kind of in-house analytics expertise that will
signal the industry's acknowledgment that
Big Data isn't an IT wave, but a business
transformation wave. The Ship Data Centre
could be where that starts. Here's what it's
chief had to tell us.

Earlier this year another class society DNV
GL admitted that the growth of Big Data
in the maritime industry had taken them by
surprise. How do you view the growth of Big
Data in shipping, and what—if anything—
about it has surprised you?
The maritime industry was once a very “low
data” industry. Just a few decades ago, information on vessel operations was limited to
mostly hand-written reports which proved
difficult to analyze, especially across large
fleets.
The transition into the digital age has
ushered in diverse new technologies, some of
which we are only now seeing their applica-

"What surprised us was the willingness of industry players to share data.
Shipping companies are ready to provide information if they can reap the
benefits," Yasushi Nakamura - EVP, ClassNK.
the willingness of the industry players to
share data as long as privacy and security was
addressed," he told us. "Shipping companies
are ready to provide information if they can
reap the benefits."
It's highly encouraging to hear that ship
operators may be revisiting their assumptions about the benefits of sharing their data.
But when it comes to generating commercial
value and competitive advantage, the Class
Societies may struggle, and that's because at
the moment their sole focus is on technical,
engineering data.
As Trond Leira, COO of Inmarsat
Maritime pointed out at our roundtable
in Norway, "It is very difficult to get good
business models just around engineering
data. I know companies have tried for a long
time to make some monetary value out of it,
there is value for product development and
there is value for operations but you need
to combine it and look for correlation with
other data."
What ClassNK is doing has real potential, and perhaps it will serve as an example
of the kind of collaboration and new thinking that's going to be needed to propel maritime towards the bigger objective. That's data
fusion—pulling together not just fragmented
technical data streams, but every kind of
data stream—bits and pieces of information

bility to the maritime industry. Technology
has continued to advance at a rapid pace, and
in the industry we began to see that software
solutions were just as important as hardware.
While no one could have predicted how
important Big Data would become for the
industry, we came to realize its potential and
started looking for a way to exploit new opportunities for the benefit of the industry.
It became clear that as technology
evolved, not enough was being done to
address security concerns, and as part of
our aim to become the infrastructure for
the industry it fell to us to fill this steadily
widening gap. What surprised us was the
willingness of the industry players to share
data as long as privacy and security was addressed.
Shipping companies are ready to provide
information if they can reap the benefits. It
was by looking at Big Data together with the
industry as a whole that led to the establishment of our Ship Data Center.
The Ship Data Centre seems designed to
collate Big Data information from multiple
vessels, will it only be collating data from
ClassNK equipment though? If so how does
that address the issue of fragmented data
capture?
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ClassNK Executive Vice President and head of the new Tokyo-based Ship Data Centre, Yasushi Nakamura, pictured
with Andrew Tan of the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) signing an MOU to collaboratively
promote research and development and innovation in ship technology.

It is up to the shipping companies to choose what they wish to share,
and to specify whether they want it shared with engine manufacturers,
shipyards or other stakeholders that can benefit from Big Data.

From the beginning our aim was to offer
a holistic approach to Big Data analysis,
and as such the Center will not only collate
information from multiple vessels, it will
be open to all vessels regardless of class or
company.
Of course the Center will be collecting
data from ClassNK developed technology
such as the planned maintenance and automatic condition diagnosis system CMAXS,
however we will be developing the interfaces necessary to collect and analyze all
information generated on board a vessel.
As we have said before, current data
capture and transmission methods are
still very fragmented. Similar data is often
sent to multiple vendors and analyzed on
a ship-by-ship basis in a time-consuming
process that is not conducive to efficiency or
innovation.
The Ship Data Center offers a platform
for shipping companies to consolidate their
data and choose whether to share this with
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other stakeholders in the industry to achieve
greater efficiency through improved monitoring, maintenance and the development of
new technologies.
How will the information collected be
analysed and by whom? Do you have
in-house data scientists at the Ship Data
Centre? If not who will determine the scope
of analysis?
The objective of the Ship Data Center is
to collect data from data logging devices
onboard vessels, and share only what each
company is willing to give. Data will be collected and stored in-house, but analyzed by
third parties authorized by the owner.
The Ship Data Center is a separate entity from ClassNK, and the data it collects
will as such remain separate and accessible
only by Ship Data Center personnel.
It is up to the shipping companies to
choose what they wish to share, and to spec-
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ify whether they want it shared with engine
makers, equipment manufacturers, shipyards
or other stakeholders that can benefit from
Big Data.
As a platform for Big Data analysis it
is our responsibility to make the services of
the Center as far-reaching as possible, but
the actual scope will be determined by each
company.
What insights do you envisage the Ship
Data Centre will be able to gain from its
analysis and how will it benefit the industry
overall?
The “opportunities are endless” has become
somewhat of a cliché in recent years, but
with the analysis of Big Data there is truly
no other way to describe it. By analyzing
engine condition data, engine makers could
arrange replacement parts on-demand as
part of a monitoring service or use data to
improve designs.
The introduction of stricter environmental regulations also poses new challenges to the industry.
One example of this is the incoming
EU Monitoring, Reporting and Verification
(EU MRV) regulations, which will require
large vessels over 5,000 gt to provide annual

reports of CO2 emissions in journeys to and
from EU ports, as well as carry a document
of compliance issued by an accredited MRV
verifier on board from 1 January 2018.
The Center automatically monitors
vessel performance, and by combining and
analyzing voyage and fuel consumption data,
could also be used to generate reports.
If shipping companies wished to share
their information with ClassNK, then we
could use the data to enhance our vessel
surveys and streamline the process. As with
anything, you get out what you put in.

has been working in close collaboration
with leading software and cyber security
organizations to develop a cutting-edge
system that pushes the industry forward and,
most importantly, that users can utilize with
absolute confidence.
Specifically, the Ship Data Center
uses a secure cloud platform that meets
the ISO27000 standards and ensures data
protection. The virtual server is independent
from the hardware so even in the event of a
disaster, it is possible to recover or back-up
data.

How is the Ship Data Centre going to ensure cyber security and resilience? Will the
organisation have a CISO?

Will the data coming ashore be used to
train ClassNK algorithms such as the one
used on CMAXS? Will you be making
these datasets available to others developing
algorithms or to engine manufacturers as in
your partnership with Mitsui?

Cyber security is one of the hottest topics in the industry right now, and for good
reason. As maritime evolves into a “big data”
industry, the risk of data security breaches
increases and these breaches can be detrimental to companies, their clients, employees
and even the wider community.
At ClassNK, we fully understand the
industry’s concerns surrounding data protection and the importance of ensuring cyber
security. This is why the Ship Data Center

The data collected via CMAXS is analyzed
using ANACONDA (Anomaly Analyzer
for Correlational Data), which is an IBM
algorithm. This automatically calculates an
Abnormality Score from various sensor data
and judges how far one parameter is away
from the standard value, making it possible
for CMAXS to detect potential machin-

ery damage early, minimize downtime and
reduce major repairs.
The data coming ashore that is collected via CMAXS will be used to train the
CMAXS algorithm, while partners can apply their own solutions on the data as far as
data holders allow. Thus the data can be used
by these engine manufacturers to improve
machinery and create better, more efficient
products for the industry.
Connectivity is a key component of Big
Data from shipboard operations. How does
the Ship Data Centre see its users managing
that issue? Does the Ship Data Centre have
any plans to include data transfer as part of
its service?
We are considering various ideas so that the
wider maritime community can reap the full
benefits of big data utilization through the
Data Center, and will announce them when
they are ready. For better connectivity the
Ship Data Center will certainly have enough
interfaces with multiple sources on board.

"Cyber security is one of the hottest topics in the industry right now
and for good reason. As maritime evolves into a 'Big Data' industry
the risk of data security breaches increases, and these breaches can
be detrimental to companies, their clients, employees and even the
wider community."
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AI, AI, Captain
The SmartShip is the autonomous ship by another name, ironically though it
won't mean independence, but convergence, forging the new blue logistics
chain as part of the intelligent transport systems of the future.

W

hen I first started working in offices in the late
1980's desks were already
groaning with chunky word processors,
big switchboards, fax machines and huge
printers. And they were always going
wrong. At one ad agency in London
there was a sign in the photocopying
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room which read, "Remember—if the
photocopier won't work it's probably
because you upset the fax machine—
they're all in the same union." I've made
that joke ever since, but I'm going to
have to stop soon. Because shortly it
won't be so funny.
I don't know how many of you rec-
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ognise this issue's cover image. For those
that don't it's a still from what was voted
in 2010 by the Moving Arts Film Journal
as the greatest film of all time. 2001: A
Space Odyssey, directed by Stanley Kubrick features a couple of astronauts en
route to Jupiter on a spacecraft which is
controlled by a sentient computer called

Back in 2011 it was revealed that users who ordered the iPhone 4S's intelligent assistant Siri to
'open the pod-bay doors,' would be met with the chilling response, "I'm afraid I can't do that,
Dave." Just like the homicidal computer HAL in the movie 2001:A Space Odyssey. Is some Master somewhere soon going to get maritime's first 'I'm-afraid-I-can't-do-that-Dave', moment?

HAL. Problem is that HAL goes haywire and kills the crew, aside from Dave,
the astronaut whom he traps outside
the spacecraft pod-bay and refuses to let
back in. Dave eventually does get back
in and deactivates HAL which gradually
loses its mind as its various circuits are
removed.
There was some discussion here
about using the image of HAL's glowing red light on the cover, but I won.
My argument being that 2001 is widely
regarded as one of the most influential
films ever made. So whether you've actually seen it or not you will most likely
have seen something that was made
because of it, and all those thousands of
depictions and repetitions have shaped
and influenced the public—and therefore
probably your—view of artificial intelligence.
That influence has extended far
beyond movies. Back in 2011 it was revealed that users who ordered the iPhone
4S's intelligent assistant Siri to 'Open
the pod-bay doors' would be met with
the chilling response, "I'm afraid I can't
do that, Dave." Just the same as HAL
does. On one hand it's a great engineerplanted joke, but it’s also a recognition
that Siri isn’t just a cool gadget on your
phone. It is artificial intelligence. And it
demonstrates how pervasive and deeply
embedded into society that fear of being
outwitted by something that is more
intelligent than you, but isn't human, has
become.
It's activated when we hear the term
driverless car, drone or unmanned ship,
but is that reasonable? When people
talk about the future of shipping and its
SmartShips is that what we're heading for? Is some Master somewhere
sometime soon going to get maritime's
first 'I'm-afraid-I-can't-do-that-Dave'

wrestling with the first two steps: Conmoment? I don't think so. Not because
we won't have the kind of artificial intel- nectivity, and Sensors and Data.
Unlike our shore-based counterparts,
ligence which is capable of outwitting us,
the availability of cheap ubiquitous conbut because of the reasons why, and the
nectivity hasn't extended to the deep
global context in which, SmartShips are
sea, and it probably won't ever be as
developing, and how they'll operate.
cheap and ubiquitous as on land. But it
The recent World Economic Forum
is getting far, far better. The broadband
in Davos took as its theme the 'Fourth
offerings now are solid and affordable
Industrial Revolution', and you can read
and the advent of the high throughput
a very concise description of what that
satellite services over the coming few
means from this issue's Futurenaut,
years will provide previously unthinkable
Christopher Rex. If you want to underbandwidth at sea. So that's one part.
stand what Industry 4.0 means for shipThe other is the Sensors and Big
ping, well, we covered that back in April
Data wave that shipping is surfing.
2014, pointing out that as the world
digitised, manufacturers—shipping's cus- Newbuilds are being delivered with virtually all the sensors you could want, and
tomers—were profoundly changing the
way they operated, that highly integrated retrofitting them isn't expensive. As an
supply chains were going to be pivotal
industry we're beginning to appreciate
to sustaining competitive advantage and
how the application of sensors—and in
that shipping was the weakest link.
the case of GE's Direct Write, sensors
I argued back then that shipping had
you can ink onto components—changes
to recognise and close the digital compe- the game. Because sensors generate data.
tence gap between the way it did business Big Data. Class Society DNV GL admits
and the way its customers and the rest of
it's been taken by surprise by the growth
the logistics channel did. Failing to do so of Big Data, but it's catching up fast, as
would mean it couldn't integrate with the are other Class societies like ClassNK,
cyber-physical systems that were going
featured this issue launching its Ship
to be the engine of this new industrial
Data Centre.
revolution.
These are the first couple of buildThe concept of the cyber-physical
ing blocks along the path to Industry
system was somewhat challenging for
4.0 and shipping has woken up to them.
shipping when I used to talk about it in
Data is now being generated in massive
2014. But now the ramifications of the
quantities and a good proportion of it
Internet of Everything is beginning to
is being transmitted ashore. But that's
hit home for people, the idea of a compo- where we've got a bit bogged down, to
nent which knows what it is, where it
the extent that a lot of the industry is still
needs to be, what it needs to do and can
asking what Big Data is for and querying
communicate all of those things to other
how much data it really needs.
components around it, isn't so mindNot everyone is asking that of course.
boggling.
It's always dangerous to talk about 'the
That's because the roadmap which
industry' in a homogenous sense, because
gets us to the cyber-physical systems of
it contains a very diverse set of organisaIndustry 4.0 can sort of be broken down
tions, and, particularly on the supply side,
into about 4 steps. Shipping is currently
many of those operate not just in mariJanuary 2016 future
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Sensors attached to big, oily bits of machinery, by and large, maritime gets. Algorithms not so much. Data analytics and algorithms
require sophisticated and specialist expertise that shipping and
maritime has not routinely employed or encountered, but it does
exist, and it is turning maritime data into information.
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Despite all the technology, we're still operating with humans
very much in the loop.

time and shipping but across a variety of
other verticals.
Rolls-Royce is one, and it's transferred its years of data expertise in
aerospace to maritime. You can read
more about what they're doing with it in
'Buying the Cow' elsewhere in this issue,
but the bottom line is that what Big
Data needs—the next building block of
the cyber-physical system, the next step
on the roadmap—is analytics, and the
algorithms behind them.
In order to generate value data needs
to become information and that's where

analytic algorithms to bear on the data,
it has to be brought back to a central
processing centre ashore.
The data has to be crunched by
algos and—perhaps surprisingly—still
considered by human engineers before
it becomes actionable information. And
importantly, once that information is
actionable the action is being taken by
the human rather than the system.
It's up to the guy in the control room
at Maersk, Wärtsilä, ABB etc., to pick
up the phone or send an email to the
Master or the Chief via that comparatively expensive satellite link, and tell
him to go and turn something up, down
analytics and algorithms are essential.
or off. And of course, it also requires
Sensors attached to big oily bits of
someone on the vessel to immediately
machinery, by and large, shipping gets.
carry out the instruction.
That might differ where remote supAlgorithms not so much. Data analytport is enabled and the ship operator has
ics and algorithms require sophisticated
and specialist expertise that shipping and either implemented its own, or signed
maritime has not routinely employed or
up to a manufacturer's remote support
encountered, but it does exist, and it is
package. In that case the action will be
taken directly from the shore-based conturning data into information.
trol centre. But it still requires a human
However, whether it's via ABB's
to intervene.
newly unveiled Integrated Operations
Centre, Maersk's in-house monitoring
Despite all the technology, we're
centres or Wärtsilä's condition based
still operating with humans very much
maintenance, in order to bring those
in the loop. Which is why even though
January 2016 future
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Andree Underthun, operations manager (left) and
Stian Braastad, global technical support manager
at ABB's Integrated Operations Centre.

it might not feel like it right now, the
journey from step one to three has been
fairly straightforward. The next part is
likely to feel like less of a step and more
of a leap. Not because of the current
limitations of technology, but because
many of us haven't yet understood its
power and the changes that intelligent
networks are going to drive globally.
The entire Big Data and SmartShip
debate has revolved around technical,
engineering data delivering optimisation
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and efficiency, which is very important,
but not the whole story.
I always talk about Big Data being
mistaken as an IT transformation wave
when in fact it's a business transformation wave and that goes to the heart of
the SmartShip. For several years now
the buzz word has been Ship Efficiency,
which is cost control by another name.
Leaving aside the fact that operating
an expensive asset efficiently should
be a basic requirement of any shipping
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company, it focusses totally on cost. Big
Data is about cost containment in real
time, but it's about other things too. It's
about tracking of physical items, realtime forecasting and reinventing business
processes.
Finding value in Big Data when you
restrict its use to operational efficiency
is challenging. As Inmarsat Maritime
COO Trond Leira said at the Futurenautics roundtable on the subject, "It is
very difficult to get good business models

Step four on the path—the SmartShip as an autonomous,
cyber-physical system—is underpinned by distributed
networks powered by edge computing where instead of
bringing data to the centre to be processed, it is analysed
and turned into actionable information by the individual component or system, which then takes action itself
without the human intervening.

Image credit © ABB

just around engineering data, I know
companies have tried for a long time to
make some monetary value out of it."
Despite all the manufacturers and
Class societies talking about efficiency,
that is not the part of the equation that
adds value.
That's going to come from step four,
when the ship becomes a cyber-physical
system—unmanned or not—and able to
operate as part of the much wider intelligent transport system developing now.

Step four on the path—the SmartShip as ship brings as part of a much bigger
an autonomous, cyber-physical system—
intelligent network.
is underpinned by the falling cost of
That value isn't just monetary, it
microprocessors and the development of
extends to safety and welfare too. Fears
distributed networks powered by edge or
about drone ships floating about the
fog computing, where instead of bringocean having to take impossible deciing data to the centre to be processed, it
sions in drastic situations are the same
is analysed and turned into actionable
as those being raised about autonoinformation by the individual component mous cars. And the answer to both is
or system. And instead of waiting for a
that these autonomous vehicles aren't
human to intervene, that component or
developing in isolation, and are designed
system will take action itself via actuato operate as part of this far wider, inteltors, based on the decision its algorithm
ligent system.
makes.
The Internet of Everything will see
That cyber-physical system is the eshundreds of billions of intelligent devicsence of an autonomous ship, one which
es thrown online in the coming years of
could sail unmanned. Now shipping has
which autonomous cars, trucks and ships
got itself very bogged down about unwill be just be a part. What is being cremanned ships arguing that they wouldn't ated is a vast, globally distributed cyberoffer any benefit over manned ships. But
physical system of intelligent, connected
that's not surprising when you only conobjects that will eventually develop into
sider the unmanned ship in the context
an external brain, or perhaps more acof cost saving.
curately, an external nervous system.
Class societies and engineers are
At the moment shipping has a lot
myopically focussed on the efficient opof less than satisfied customers, and
eration of the asset itself and how much
what an awful lot of them are frustrated
everything will cost, but no one yet has
with is shipping's inability to integrate
understood the value the autonomous
its operations with theirs. A survey of
January 2016 future
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The end-consumer's influence is only going to grow. Blockchain technologies based on the principle of distributed ledgers are likely to form
the basis of secure transactions in the Internet of Everything, and already
start-ups are building applications which enable a consumer to digitally
investigate the entire lifecycle and journey of the product they're going
to purchase.
Image credit © Getty Images

INTTRA members identified digital
interaction over cloud platforms as number one on their wish list.
A brief look at the number of startups piling into the transport and logistics space trying to get a piece of what
they correctly see as gross inefficiency
in maritime operations is instructive. It
puts the discussions about autonomy,
and the opportunity it creates, into perspective, and it clarifies the roadmap that
much-pilloried innovators like Oskar
Levander at Rolls-Royce have laid out.
The SmartShip reflects shipping's
experience of a wholesale transportation
disruption. The way they'll create value
is by allowing us to become part of the
Industry 4.0 cyber-physical systems and
wider intelligent transport systems, and
that will move us up the value chain for
our customers.
It may seem like a giant leap to get
there, but as I indicated before, technologically, it's not far at all. The Sea Traffic
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Management systems developed by the
MONA LISA project are pretty much
ready to be deployed, and Rolls-Royce
is already utilising a degree of edge
computing in its condition monitoring
solution.
But perhaps the most overt signal
as to where the industry is going came
from the signing of a strategic agreement between Inmarsat and Ericsson
late last year. The two companies intend
to jointly develop services, solutions and
applications to drive industry standards
for satellite connectivity and applications
integration in the maritime industry.
Their shared intent is to facilitate the
sharing of cargo, logistics and vessel
operational data to streamline the entire
maritime supply chain.
In practice what that means is
integration between the Inmarsat
network and Ericsson's Maritime ICT
Cloud—an end-to-end managed cloud
solution that connects vessels at sea
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to shore-based operations including
maintenance service providers, customer
support centres, fleet and transportation
partners, port operations and authorities.
"Enabled by Inmarsat, the Maritime ICT
Cloud will ensure that trucks will spend
less idle time at ports, cargo will spend
less time in transit, and producers will be
better able to plan their shipments," say
the companies. That, in a nutshell, is how
you add value.
Maritime connectivity has acted as a
brake on technology adoption in the past,
but now it's the bridge. And according
to Mike Mitsock, VP of marketing at
KVH, that's being recognised. "Since we
launched KVH mini-VSAT Broadband
2.0 at London International Shipping
Week last September, some people's eyes
seem to have been opened," he told me.
"We're now at the point where speeds are
increasing and costs are declining, and
the next step—HTS—will be a quantum
leap in the potential for both. Bandwidth

The vertical markets we're used to are beginning to converge, driven by
the enabling technologies via which we're integrating and collaborating.
We need to talk not about shipping but about Blue Logistics.
will always be a precious commodity at
sea, but the wider availability and falling
cost have opened the door to different
conversations, around strategic, valuebased adoption—satcoms as a valueenabler, instead of just being considered a
cost centre."
The reality is that the vertical markets
we're used to are beginning to converge,
driven by the enabling technologies via
which we are integrating our operations
and creating new collaborative ways of
working. We need to talk not about shipping, but about Blue Logistics—a phrase
you're going to hear from me much more
during 2016. I believe that's important
because it focusses us not on the insular shipping market, but on the world
beyond, and the customers and suppliers—and the consumers—that we have
to get to know and serve better if we're
to survive.
"I think Big Data will be applied to
shipping in different ways with information coming from across the supply chain
rather than just from the ship. It will
come from the end users of shipping, the

consumers, who may look very different
in years to come," agreed Warwick Norman, CEO of RightShip at our Big Data
roundtable.
That end-consumer's influence is
only going to grow. They are insisting on
transparency, accountability and security
from the companies and products they
interact with and purchase, and those
preferences will have a major impact on
the supply chains of which shipping is an
integral part.
Blockchain technologies based on the
principle of distributed ledgers are likely
to form the basis of secure transactions in
the Internet of Everything, and already
start-ups are building applications which
enable a consumer to digitally investigate
the entire lifecycle and journey of the
product they're going to purchase.
That kind of transparency has been
anathema to shipping thus far, but it's
going to have to become second nature in
the future. Because it's likely we're going
to be rated for everything from emissions
to cyber-security to underwater noise.
And that will take a SmartShip and a

smart network to deliver.
We're creating a smart world, a world
where artificial intelligence is everywhere.
So why don't I think we'll end up with
an M/V HAL? Well, because the trend
is not towards one, clever, all-powerful
device, but the intelligent network. A
massive grid of individual smart devices
each with its own objective but able to
negotiate in real-time with each other to
achieve the safest, most efficient delivery.
The likelihood is that a few devices will
go tonto now and again, but the distributed system will cope.
Kubrick’s terrifying vision of a
psychotic artificial intelligence killing
humans has a twist. At the end of the
movie Dave discovers that he and his
fellow astronauts have not been given
the whole truth about the mission on
which they’ve been sent, and why. HAL,
however, has known all along. It is being
forced to lie to the astronauts by mission control which has been the cause of
HAL’s breakdown and malfunction.
SmartShips are coming, but they
aren’t threatening. Because they will be
what we make them. The most dangerous
and unpredictable thing we have to deal
with is the same as it’s always been. And
that’s us.

For a host of interactive resources that just don't work in print, from videos to
infographics and downloads, visit us online. Join the Futurenautics LinkedIn
Group for discussions, resources and networking with fellow Futurenauts; add
us to your Twitter feed for #shipping, #technology, #bigdata, #nanotech #strategy and a range of other interesting hashtags. Plus, remember you can read all
our issues online and now download them in PDF version to read offline too.
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The development of SmartShips will create new kinds of risks, but
what's already emerging is a picture of an industry dangerously
over-exposed to cyber.
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I

flew down to Manila late last year
in order to speak to around 500
senior shipping and maritime
people involved in crewing and training.
One of the things I covered was cyber
risk and specifically the results of the first
major research into the level of cyber incidents serving crew have experienced on
board vessels. Perhaps most startling is
that of the 3000 crew surveyed almost 50
per cent reported that they had sailed on
a vessel within the last 12 months which
had experienced a cyber breach.
The statistics clearly caused many
people in the room a significant degree
of unease, particularly considering the response the previous day by a representative of BIMCO to a question about the
industry's preparedness to meet the cyber
threat. There hadn't been any significant
cyber attacks in shipping, he assured
the audience, and the industry was well
ahead of the curve.
That's wrong of course, on both
counts, but it highlights one of the most
intractable issues around cyber security,
and that's the widespread failure to really quantify the risk. Because leaving
aside the fact that maritime organisations
are—understandably—very reluctant to
report when they've been the victim of a
cyber attack, the bigger issue is that most
of them probably haven't even realised
yet.
Up to 70 per cent of cyber attacks go
undetected, so basing the maritime industries' vulnerability on the number of
attacks reported isn't just poor judgment,
it's actively dangerous. The bottom line
is that if almost half of crew know their
vessel was subjected to a cyber attack
of some kind, the likelihood is that the
other half 's vessels were too—they just
don't know it.
But whilst the security of the ship and
its control systems
is essential it's
only one part
of a far bigger
cyber picture.
A company's
digital footprint encompasses multiple employees,
stakeholders
and suppliers
and you are only

According to a survey 52% of CEOs believe they have
cover for cyber events when only 10% actually do. What
very few people seem to realise at the moment is that the
insurance cover they have in place is almost certain to be
inadequate.

as secure as your weakest link. Smaller,
less well-resourced suppliers are often
targeted and used as a bridge into larger
companies—as the airline flying me to
Manila was about to discover.
Etihad reported earlier this month
that the details of around 7000 of its loyalty card holders had been stolen, including
names, email, physical and IP addresses.
What was notable about the breach was
that it had come via a small marketing
company which Etihad had used to build
a promotional website for it in 2013. Etihad was reported to be, "considering all its
legal options as a matter of priority." Stop
for a minute and think about all the small
specialist marketing and PR agencies in
the maritime industry and the digital access they have to, or data they're supplied
with by, ship operators and larger maritime suppliers.
Now consider the new EU Data Protection reform, which every member state
will begin to formally adopt from the beginning of 2016. It could see companies
who lose data subject to a fine of up to
EUR20m, or 4 per cent of turnover, and
includes mandatory reporting, and joint
liability for example with a cloud provider.
With this kind of regulation arriving it's
likely that even if shipping and maritime
companies aren't focussed on the risk
now, their customers increasingly will be.
The first evidence of that is already
emerging. Results of the first ever Maritime Cyberwatch survey (read more about
that this issue) indicate that 40 per cent
of shipping and maritime companies
have been asked by their customers about
their IT security credentials in the last 12
months. That's a concern when you set
it against the fact that 90 per cent of the
companies surveyed spent less than 20 per
cent of their IT budget on cyber security
and resilience, 70 per cent spent under 10
per cent of their budget and 10 per cent
spent absolutely nothing at all.
Customers asking questions about cyber security credentials may be awkward,

but if it forces companies to engage in a
real cyber risk assessment it can only be a
good thing. Unfortunately, it's also likely
to lead to some nasty surprises, because
what very few people seem to realise at
the moment is that the insurance cover
they have in place is almost certain to be
inadequate.
According to data collated from surveys conducted by the UK Government,
insurers Zurich and risk advisor and insurance broker Marsh, 52 per cent of
CEOs believe that they have cover for
cyber events, when in fact less than 10
per cent do. That's an astonishing state of
affairs when one considers that cyber attacks cost businesses more than $400 billion a year, which is a sum broadly equivalent to the GDP of Austria or Thailand.
What lies at the heart of this is a range
of cyber risk exclusion clauses present in
commercial insurance policies which specifically excludes all losses—including
bodily injury, property damage and business interruption—arising from a cyber
hacking attack. Between them the Cyber
Attack Exclusion Clause (CL380), the
Terrorism Form T3 LMA3030 Exclusion 9, and the Electronic Data Exclusion
NMA2914 leave companies wide open
to what the World Economic Forum
have decided is one of the top ten global
threats.
Which means the maritime and shipping industry is in a potentially nightmarish scenario: for a start we don't understand the risks we're probably exposed to,
and even if we do, there's no way to insure
against them.
Thankfully for us there is at least one
company that's got the industry's back.
Marsh is a global insurance broking and
risk management firm, in fact my research
shows it's the largest insurance broker in
the world, and it's been closely involved in
finding a solution to this problem. Marsh
characterises this black hole in coverage as
a 'Cyber Gap' and has managed to produce a policy that shipping and maritime
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"For most organisations, many IT functions and systems will be
outsourced to third parties to host, maintain and monitor. For insurers underwriting this type of organisation the key is to understand how the organisation selects, contracts with, manages and
audits these suppliers to ensure that the suppliers are held to a
rigorously enforced standard." Stephen Wares, Marsh.

Image credit © Marsh

companies could potentially use to bridge
it. Despite the fact that the exclusions in
commercial policies potentially leave
catastrophic events un-indemnifiable all
attempts to remove them have been unsuccessful. That's because the removal of
these clauses, which are features of most
treaty contracts, could leave insurers exposed to substantial “net” losses.
To overcome this Marsh has developed 'Cyber Gap Insurance' which essentially negates the inclusion of the offending clauses and eradicates the cyber
gap. It uses a simple questionnaire tailored to deliver the information required
by insurers to assess a company's security
practices and if they're adequate, cover
is provided. Originally designed for the
Energy sector who faced the same exclusions, Marsh believe that this could be
easily adapted for shipping.
It's good to know that there is at
least one solution out there, but the bigger question is how many in the industry
are even aware they probably need it? To
what extent are shipping and maritime
companies cognisant of the new cyber
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risks that digital operation inevitably
brings?
"I think that there is a growing
awareness that the shipping industry
is not immune from the cyber threat,
though without a serious and well publicised incident, it is all too easy to ignore,"
believes Stephen Wares, EMEA Leader
of Marsh's Cyber Risk Practice. "The risk
is therefore under-investigated and the
consequences under-explored rather than
being a complete unknown." As someone
whose cyber risk expertise isn't restricted
to maritime, does Wares think it's fair to
characterise the industry as lagging others?
"Perhaps, but it's not too far behind
other industrial sectors," says Wares."It is
understandable that highly regulated industries such as financial institutions and
highly targeted industries such as retail
would have a higher awareness and level
of preparedness against cyber attacks.
In industrial sectors the drive for cyber
awareness and security has been less pronounced with critical national infrastructure leading the way mainly due to pres-
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sure and regulation from government."
For insurers looking to cover risk
from cyber attacks the challenges keep
multiplying. "The key challenge is the diversity of technology across all industry
segments and the diversity of loss outcome," confirms Wares. "So many business functions and physical operations
are controlled by IT or OT (operating
technology) now that the range of possible outcomes can be as broad as the death
of a hospital patient through hacking a
medical device, to the theft of funds from
a bank account by means of a phishing
scam. The potential for the acquisition of
the control over certain functions within
a ship is one more to add to the growing
list."
The list is inevitably going to get
longer too. We're talking about SmartShips this issue and the new relationships, responsibilities and digital ecosystems they're going to create. Nowhere is
their impact likely to be greater than in
cyber risk and resilience. As ships become
smarter and more of the vessel's systems
are operated by software, or reliant upon
third-party platforms or connectivity, or
even operated and maintained directly by
a manufacturer, what are the implications
for insurers of these fragmented responsibilities and relationships when it comes
to assessing and providing cover for risk?
Should ship operators and equipment
suppliers be considering these scenarios
too? "Insurers are well used to this fragmentation of responsibilities through insuring other industry segments," Wares
points out. "For most organisations,
many IT functions and systems will be
outsourced to third parties to host, maintain and monitor. For insurers underwriting this type of organisation the key is to
understand how the organisation selects,
contracts with, manages and audits these
suppliers to ensure that the suppliers are
held to a rigorously enforced standard."
But it's the concentration of dependence that insurers are concerned about.
"The critical implication for the insurer is
the aggregation of risk where many insured organisations are dependent on the
same supplier or technology and so could
therefore be vulnerable to multiple claims
from the same event," Wares explains.
"This has the potential to limit the availability of cover where the aggregate exposure is too large for the insurer to bear."
It's that kind of insight that the maritime

industry really needs to be listening to,
and fully grasping. It is dependence that
leads to risk, and concentration of dependence means more risk.
With the cyber security industry now exploring de-centralised measures, like the
distributed ledgers of the blockchain, or
even digital embassies like those being set
up by the government of Latvia to protect itself in the event of a physical invasion, the aggregated risk posed by common technologies and platforms is indeed
something maritime must be aware of as
it develops its SmartShips.
In that context the comments made
by BIMCO President, Philippe LouisDreyfus late last year seem unhelpful at
best.
“It would be very unlikely to see a
widespread cyber attack on shipping because ships across the world use so many
different IT systems," said Dreyfus. "Also,
because all parties involved – such as shipowners, classifications societies, equipment-makers, and so on – will do their
“homework”.
Perhaps someone needs to point out
to BIMCO that every single SOLAS
registered vessel must carry a working Inmarsat connection in order to be compliant with regulations. Take that down and
the entire SOLAS fleet is vulnerable, and

at the very least unseaworthy in the eyes
of maritime law. Or perhaps that the vast
majority of PCs on board every vessel will
be running Windows software. That ship's
engines are overwhelmingly supplied by
one of two or three big companies. That
every single smartphone carried aboard
by a seafarer will be running either iOS
or Android, in excess of 80-90 per cent
of the apps for which are estimated to be
infected with malware. And that even a
comparatively small maritime communications supplier could be providing email
services including direct remote support
to 2,000 vessels.
There is homework to be done alright,
because making statements like the one
above could be considered in some hacking quarters as the equivalent of laying
down a challenge. With other sectors
tightening up their cyber practices there
are already concerns that attention is now
turning to maritime as a far softer target,
and as any cyber expert will tell you, there
are people out there who will be happy to
bring our industry to a standstill for no
other reason than to show that they can.
"I don’t want to tell you how much
insurance I carry with the Prudential, "
American comedian Jack Benny once
said, "but all I can say is: when I go, they
go too.” There has long been discussion of

what consequences the catastrophic loss
of something the size of a TripleE would
have; whether the insurance would actually be able to cover the loss. Please God it
doesn't happen, but if it did and the cause
was anything related to a cyber attack
then the answer's pretty straightforward.
And it's a no.
Which of course has implications for
another massively important set of stakeholders, the people who are currently financing the global fleet. How many of
them are fully aware of the risk they're
taking? I know of at least a couple who
had no idea the assets they'd invested in
had no coverage in the event of a cyber
attack. For my money that could well be
the next ticking time-bomb for an already
desperately struggling industry.
Let's hope what one security expert described to me as 'shipping's 9/11'
doesn't happen. Or if that's a hopelessly
naive sentiment, let's hope that we've at
least had a chance to build our industry's
resilience, and the insurance it will need to
recover, before it does.
Awareness of cyber has been low up
until now. But when it comes to regulations, contracts and clauses, ignorance is
not a defence.

"It would be very unlikely to see a widespread cyber attack on shipping because ships across the
world use so many different IT systems," says BIMCO's Dreyfus. Perhaps someone needs to point
out to BIMCO that every single SOLAS registered vessel must carry a working Inmarsat connection
to be compliant with regulations. Take that down and the whole fleet is vulnerable. Or perhaps that
the vast majority of PCs onboard will be running Windows. Or that one small maritime email supplier
could have remote access to 2,000 vessels.
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Sweet
Spot
In a bid to identify talent some
companies are even removing
academic qualifications from
their entry criteria. So what are
the human factor competencies
shipping needs in its new 'super
mariners'?
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ack in the 1980s I recall an old
friend of the family recounting
how recruitment had changed.
The man was one of the founding directors of a global leisure group encompassing gaming, packaged holidays and
even an airline. He explained that if you
wanted to work for his company, even in
an entry-level job, 'O' levels and 'A' levels
wouldn't get you through the first cut in
the human resources department. It was
a degree or nothing.
One could tell that this sat a little
uncomfortably with him, and for good
reason. This guy had left school at 15
years old and got a job with Mecca Bingo
halls, working his way up, via a judicious
mix of talent and sheer hard graft. However, the massive company he now ran
offered no such opportunity to the similarly ambitious, but unqualified young,
men or women—in short someone with
his background wouldn't get a look-in.
That was a little over thirty years ago
and in the intervening time the focus on
qualifications has only intensified. Where
you went to school and the level of certification you achieved is the benchmark
for inclusion in shortlists in just about
any job in any industry. As the globalised
world and its businesses have become
more regulated and more certificated it's
hardly surprising that companies' recruitment processes have become more rigid.
But whilst the entry requirements have
steadily risen, there has been no corresponding rise in the efficacy of the hiring
process.
What's beginning to dawn on
companies is that the rigid focus on
qualifications when it comes to hiring,
has real limitations. In fact, it can actually
be damaging. That's why last summer the
global consultancy firm EY announced
that it was removing academic qualifications from its entry criteria for its 2016
graduate, undergraduate and school
leaver programmes. The firm's decision
came after an 18-month analysis of its
student selection process which identified
that its online 'strengths assessments' and
'numerical tests' were a more 'reliable and
robust indicator of a candidate's potential
to succeed in a role'.
EY’s Managing Partner for Talent,
Maggie Stilwell, said “At EY we are
modernising the workplace, challenging
traditional thinking and ways of doing
things. Transforming our recruitment

"The maritime industry has made great strides
in the use of technology and the daily life onboard ship has changed significantly from what
it was in the 1980's and 1990's."
Capt. Pradeep Chawla, Anglo-Eastern.
process will open up opportunities for
MD of HSEQ at Anglo Eastern, has
talented individuals regardless of their
been aiming to contextualise, as he exbackground and provide greater access to plained to me when I met him in Manila
the profession.
recently.
“Academic qualifications will still be
"The maritime industry has made
taken into account and indeed remain an great strides in the use of technology and
important consideration when assessing
the daily life on board ship has changed
candidates as a whole, but will no longer
significantly from what it was in the
act as a barrier to getting a foot in the
1980's and 1990's," he said. For example,
door."
whilst acknowledging that ECDIS has
EY aren't alone in questioning—and
undoubtedly improved safety of navigarejecting—the applicability of rigidly
tion, Chawla points out that it has also
qualifications-based recruiting in the new been a 'revolutionary' change, and its full
digital world. PwC has taken a similar
benefits will only be realised as e-navigadecision, and earlier this month publishtion strategies evolve. "The discussions of
ers Penguin Random House announced
type specific familiarization for ECDIS,
that it was scrapping the requirement for have made it obvious that non-standardapplicants to hold a university degree.
ized interfaces present a challenge in the
The company claims that there is increas- processing of information by the navigaing evidence that having a degree doesn't tor and this is an aspect that needs to be
equal performance in the workplace.
carefully analysed and addressed as we
More critically perhaps, there's been a
move forward with e-navigation."
recognition that PRH is missing out on
Chawla describes e-navigation as
talent.
presently envisaged by IMO as a 'dy"We want to attract the best people
namic target' with its evolution destined
to help grow and shape the future of our
to bring about various challenges of colcompany, regardless of their background
lection, integration and analysis of data.
- and that means that we need to think
"Making sense out of Big Data is becomand act differently," said Neil Morrison,
ing a buzz word in all industries," he said.
group HR director at Penguin Random
"Maritime is a traditional industry and
House. "Simply, if you're talented and
usually not the first to adopt the latest
you have potential, we want to hear from technologies, but the advantage of busiyou."
ness intelligence through the use of Big
But that's where it gets difficult,
Data is enormous, and it would be good
because for people hiring into businesses
if the industry does not delay investing in
that's precisely what the education and
this field."
professional qualifications system was
Of course a key part of that equation
supposed to indicate. The fact that it's
is better connectivity ship to shore and
no longer delivering is a mark of how
as Chawla notes, "the amalgamation of
radically the requirements of connected,
ship and shore systems is inevitable." But
digital businesses are changing—and so
that's not without its problems. "It opens
are the kinds of people they need to atup fresh challenges of cyber-security so
tract in order to succeed.
mariners will need to understand and
The effects of that new paradigm on
appreciate the dangers associated with
the shipping and maritime industry is
cyber hacking," warns Chawla.
something that Capt. Pradeep Chawla,
As the SmartShip develops Chawla
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foresees the potential for similar
'ECDIS' style issues amongst other
specialties on board. "Electronic engines
controlled through advanced computer
systems bring about similar issues for the
engineers. However, presently with the
market domination of only two brands,
this has not led to the issue being experienced in a similar manner as ECDIS.
The issue of processing, analysing and
controlling data from a single screen
is a dramatic change from ‘touching’,
'feeling' and ‘hearing’ sounds from the
machinery."
Perhaps more than anything else
vessel connectivity has changed life on
board. Although perceptions as to how
differ significantly. According to the
Futurenautics 2015 Crew Connectivity
survey, whether access to the Internet,
social media etc. has driven positive
change depends very much on whether
you're an officer or not. Of the 3000
respondents to the survey 16 per cent
believed that Internet access had affected
safety on board, for example. Of those,
77 per cent believed it had affected
safety negatively—almost all of them of-

ficers. Respondents cited increased levels
of fatigue and distraction as a result of
rest hours being spent online with family
and friends, but it isn't just on a personal
level that connectivity has made an
impact according to Chawla.
"Besides the social media by-products of the Internet that have become
an integral part of our lives, the introduction of cheaper communication has
resulted in increased volume of data
exchange being handled by vessels," he
said. "The time spent on handling the
increased enquiries and requests from
people ashore is a significant factor that
brings about challenges in designing
onboard tasks and responsibilities to
prevent any neglect of the core tasks of
navigation and care of the cargo."
It's a key issue, considering how
those responsibilities are growing, and
that's driven largely by increases in regulation. Chawla points out that whereas
Solas 74 was 158 pages, today it's 294
pages; Marpol 78 was 265 pages, and today is 447 pages, and STCW 78 was 243
pages whilst STCW 2010 is 356 pages.
That doesn't take into account the MLC

at 110 pages, the Ballast Water and
Anti-Fouling conventions at 38 and 45
pages respectively, or regional regulations
such as OP90, Vessel Response Plans,
SOPEP etc. etc. "At a rough estimate a
Master needs to be familiar with at least
4500 pages of regulations including a
company's SMS, and owner's and charterer's instructions," says Chawla.
At the same time as increasing
the responsibilities, connectivity and
transparency is forcing companies to
rethink even the hierarchical structures
on board vessels. The widespread view
of Masters amongst crew was nicely
captured by one respondent to a survey
who wrote, "The difference between
God and a ship's master is that God
doesn't think he's a ship's master." But
Chawla is already seeing that changing.
"The traditional hierarchy on board and
the management styles of ‘My ship, My
law’ have become obsolete in modern
days," he said. "Whistle blowing, MLC
complaint procedures and transparent
systems have brought about a change in
the way Masters and companies manage
the workforce." So what are the key

"The traditional hierarchy on
board and the management
styles of ‘My ship, My law’
have become obsolete in
modern days."
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qualities and abilities—the 'human factor
competencies'—we should be looking for
in what Chawla describes as the 'super
mariners' of the future? And what does
the industry need to do to encourage and
support them?
For Chawla the ability to process
large amounts of data from various manmachine interfaces will be critical. "Accident case studies show that the majority
of ‘situational awareness’ errors were due
to a failure to monitor or observe data
from the various equipment due to either
overload of information or distractions,"
he explains. As a result standardised and
well thought out user interfaces will be
a critical part in the design of future
shipboard equipment and insufficient
research or attention to this could endanger the progress of adoption of new
equipment and systems. New mariners
will have to be able to focus down on
critical issues—to keep their heads when
all around are losing theirs—despite
what Chawla describes as the 'plethora
of alarms', displays etc.
But alongside that comes an
industry-wide need to appreciate the
impact and limitations of the kind of
machine-centred automation other
industries—notably aviation—have
adopted wholesale. "Significant improvements are expected in automation of
shipboard systems and other industries
have recognized that automation leads to
complacency, thereby resulting in slower
response in case of emergencies related
to failure of automation," says Chawla.
"Other industries already talk of ‘Automation Complacency’ and ‘Automation
Traps’."
There will be new partnerships with
machines, but also increasingly with
people, and that brings new challenges
and competencies too. As Chawla points

Image credit © NTSB

out teamwork on board is well understood at sea, but with the closer integration of ship and shore systems, increasing
numbers of tasks will be undertaken by
people ashore. Mariners will need to be
able to work with remote teams. "Vessel traffic services will have a larger role
to play whilst teams ashore will analyse
engine data and advise the shipboard
teams," explains Chawla. "The large
mix of shipboard crew nationalities and
multi-national shore teams will bring
about new challenges in communications
and teamwork." The same applies for the
ship-port interface which is becoming
more complex thanks to issues like new
terminal regulations and port security.
For Chawla this highlights the need
for a clear emphasis on the Master's
overriding authority as enshrined in the
ISM code, and a need for Masters to
assert that authority. "With the lower

"Significant improvements are expected in automation of
shipboard systems and other industries have recognized
that automation leads to complacency, thereby resulting in
slower response in case of emergencies related to failure of
automation," says Chawla. "Other industries already talk of
‘Automation Complacency’ and ‘Automation Traps’."

costs of communications and e-mail
systems, Masters are already reporting a
feeling of being ‘controlled’ too closely by
shore staff," Chawla warns. "While the
laws make the Master responsible for all
accidents, the reality is that Masters feel
that their authority with regard to the
day to day running of the vessel is being
‘taken away’."
If we want Masters to effectively
deal with charterers, terminals, port state
officials, oil major inspectors and the
multitude of agencies that now come on
board the ship, it's critical that we find
people with the right qualities and equip
them with the support to do so. But that
applies not just for Masters, but all the
people we recruit.
For Chawla the ability to embrace
continuous learning and to manage
change are what the industry needs in
its Masters and crew and its shore-based
staff too. "The pace of change of technology and regulations in all industries has
never been faster. We see the challenges
in adopting change in our daily lives.
‘Instagram’ and ‘Snapchat’ are not needed
by the people in their 50’s, however for
a teenager they are basic necessities of
daily life," says Chawla." A significant
number of seafarers and managers ashore
are experiencing challenges with adapting to ECDIS or accepting the inevitable
irrelevance of celestial navigation to a
young officer." Being open to change
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Choose the Safe Course
Intelsat provides the leading broadband platform.
With ubiquitous C- and Ku-band global coverage, and additional EpicNG high throughput capacity for
the busiest shipping lanes, Intelsat’s consistent, reliable broadband means you get the throughput
you need to manage today’s complex ships, protect their cargoes, and support their crews without
worrying about dead spots and slow connections. Ship captains and ﬂeet managers can make the
right decisions in real time. Your company saves money now – in less cargo spoilage and fuel
expense – and saves money later – in customer and crew retention. As the world’s largest provider
of enterprise-grade broadband solutions and leaders in maritime broadband for the past decade,
our 21st century high performance satellite ﬂeet makes it easier to manage your ﬂeet with the
reliable connectivity you need – when and where you need it.

www.intelsat.com/EpicMaritimeFuture
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goes hand in hand with the ability—and
desire—to acquire new knowledge and
learn continuously. "The human race is
discovering new knowledge faster than
ever before, so it is no longer possible
for any professional to be considered
‘competent’ without constantly keeping
abreast and subsequently adapting to
these changes," asserts Chawla.
But change can be stressful and the
ability to handle and manage it on an
individual and corporate level is essential.
"The shorter turnaround in ports, faster
speeds of transit, larger sizes of vessels,
stricter financial constraints, extremely
low manning levels, criminalization of
seafarers and various other factors have
changed life on board to a high-stress
job," Chawla says.
"Social media is a wonderful way of
keeping in touch with the family but it
also has an effect on rest hours and it
brings the problems of the family closer
on board. The high stress levels amongst
seafarers and the effects on their health is
not being fully recognized and appreciated by regulators and industry leaders. A
lot more research is needed on the topic
of stress affecting seafarers."
But perhaps one of the most important areas is the development of
leadership competencies, both at sea and
ashore. According to Chawla, in addition to the traditional skills of shipboard
management, Masters and Chief Engineers need to add some new ones.
"He or she will also need to learn and
adapt to various new skills of organizing,
motivating, negotiating, running meetings, public relations and time management," says Chawla. "The seafarer of the
future will need to be tech-savvy, adaptable, analytical and a rational manager,
who will be able to do a lot more with
better technology and shore based sup-

port," Chawla maintains, before adding
mischievously, "Or perhaps, he will be
sitting ashore monitoring drone ships!"
Chawla is in no doubt that human
factor competencies are critical in order
for the industry to progress and points
out that one of the most significant
amendments of the Manila Convention
(STCW 2010) was to incorporate competencies for leadership, teamwork and
managerial skills. "Even the name of the
IMO’s sub-committee on “Standards of
Training and Watchkeeeping (STW) has
changed to “Human Element, Training
and Watchkeeping (HTW)” in 2014," he
notes.
Even though the industry has only
just started looking at human factor
competencies various companies are
already tacking these issues through their
recruitment and training programmes.
"Training requirements can only keep on
increasing with regulations," says Chawla.
"Blended learning, outcome based education and on the job training will take on
greater significance in the future."
The world, as I've indicated before,
is becoming volatile uncertain complex
and ambiguous and it's one where the
traditional competencies of the 3R's,
(Reading, Writing and Arithmetic)
whilst essential, are being superseded in
their relevance by the 4 C's—Communication, Critical Thinking, Creativity and
Collaboration. Thriving in a globally connected, digitally driven world demands
them.
As part of its recruitment efforts EY
is also creating the Future Ready programme, an online learning resource to
give candidates from all backgrounds access to information and skills that make
securing a graduate role easier. Future
Ready will include guidance on four core
personal skills which EY has identified as

invaluable to securing and performing in
a professional role: Leadership, Commerciality, Networking and Influence. It
would be good to see one of maritime's
big companies doing something similar.
"Psychometric testing in some form
has been adopted by many companies to
try and identify the behavioural competencies needed for the future mariner",
explains Chawla. "But our industry, like
others, is going through a transition and
debate between the believers of the traditional ‘good old ways’ and the futurists
who are looking at technology and modern human performance management
theories to get ready for the future."
Successful people have always had
their own approaches to picking the
right kind of people to work for them.
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg
recently said that he never hired anyone
he wouldn't be happy to work for himself, whilst former US President Ronald
Reagan's method of identifying the right
people was slightly more unorthodox. He
used to keep a jar of jelly beans on hand.
"You can tell a lot about a fella's character
by whether he picks out all of one color
or just grabs a handful," Reagan once
explained.
The reality is that the answer to this
challenge isn't the 'old ways', the 'new
ways' or Reagan's sweeties, the answer is
to find the sweet spot between them, the
point where we can make most effective
contact. And the bigger the sweet spot,
the more it forgives off-centre hits. Finding that optimum mix of approaches will
allow us to identify the combination of
factors or qualities we need in our people.
So we can't start too soon.
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he Futurenautics Roundtable
'Big Data and the new IT'
took place in the city of Oslo,
supported by Inmarsat and InterManager, the 'voice of ship management', and
provoked a wide-ranging and energised
debate amongst participants.
In digital operations data is the
new currency. The shipping industry is
beginning to embrace the opportunities
provided by technical, engineering data
that allows condition based maintenance,
eco-ship efficiency and engine health
monitoring, but the data opportunity is
far wider.
Smart collection and analysis of
massive commercial datasets is driving
transparency across the industry creating
disruptive start-ups that promise to erode
margin and disintermediate established
maritime service providers. At the same
time incumbent shipping and maritime
companies may be sitting on exhaust data
ripe for monetisation via new, multisided business models.
The growing importance of data is
seeing IT transform its fundamental mission, transitioning away from traditional
support functions and becoming a strate-

gic driver at the heart of the business. As
evidence-based decision making replaces
gut-feel and technology deployment
drives competitive advantage, how ready
is shipping to capitalise on this new
paradigm?
Giving their views on those and other questions were a variety of stakeholders, from ship management and class,
to technology, training and connectivity
suppliers, and disruptive data-focussed
maritime businesses.
Nor-Shipping saw the biggest class
society in the world DNV GL announce
that of all the technology trends it had
identified, Big Data had exceeded even
its projections in terms of both growth

and importance to the shipping and
maritime industry.
DNV GL's announcement is just
one example of the groundswell of
interest in Big Data which appears now
to be firmly on the agenda in shipping.
From conference sessions to entire
programmes dedicated to Big Data
the conversation about how and where
this trend can cut cost and add value is
growing. But what exactly is Big Data in
shipping and maritime, and is the way
we define it important?

Big Data &
The New IT
The importance of data means IT is transitioning from cost
centre to strategic enabler. As technology-deployment drives
competitive advantage is shipping ready to capitalise on this
new paradigm?
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Roundtable Chair, Futurist K D Adamson, Editor of Futurenautics opened by
asking whether those around the table
thought there was a divide developing
between traditional 'technical' engineering data, and wider enterprise data which
could wrong-foot us into believing Big
Data is a technology transformation
wave, rather than a business transformation wave that will affect every part of
our operations.
As VP of Projects for InterManager
George Hoyt was responsible for chairing the Shipping KPI's(Key Performance
Indicator) project and zeroed in immediately on what he saw as the foundational requirement for any data initiative.
"You have to go back to the basics and
understand that before you can improve
anything you have to measure it. This has
been a mantra around the KPI project,
and before you can measure it you have
to define it," said George. Going on to
explain that the first four years of the
InterManager KPI project was dedicated
to creating definitions, George pointed to
the importance of the glossary of terms
for ship-shore communications as an
example. "People were using buzzwords
which didn't have commonly understood definitions, so ship managers and
suppliers were trying to communicate
different things," he explained. "One of
the challenges I see is that people are
collecting an awful lot of data, and that
data is defined with different parameters,
and we need to have a universality in
terms of how that data is being collected.
I think it's really important that we look
at how we do this correctly, right from
the beginning"
The issue of data ontologies and classification was picked up by Tony Field,
Area Manager for Middle East & Africa
for Lloyd's Register. "So many times with
anything to do with data, right from the
beginning the data sets are looking at
different things, maybe just very slightly
different things but then it doesn't correlate," said Tony. "So the exercise negates
itself, because when you drill down into
it, both sets of data are true, but you can't
match them up."
But for Futurenautics CEO Roger
Adamson the strategic value of a Big
Data programme lay specifically in taking
unrelated and unstructured datasets and
extracting value from them. "I see lots of
engineering data—ships are pretty well

connected by sensors in comparison to
other plant and machinery—and that
information is easily definable, because
it's temperature, operating parameters,
telemetry, etc, and analytics can be performed on that data to enable condition
based maintenance for example," he said.
"But it's in looking at those in combination with wider commercial datasets,
blending those together, that I see the
real potential, and I'm beginning to see
that in what Warwick's (Norman) doing
and what Patrik's (Ølstad Berglund)
done and what Hans' (Ottosen) system
can facilitate."
Pointing to the airline industry Roger
described how that approach can enable
carriers to have dynamic pricing for seats
and freight, and put capacity where it's

better opex, so the combination of the
technical and commercial start to come
together."
As CEO of Danelec Hans Ottosen
sought to bring some clarity to the current Big Data landscape for shipping.
"There are two major categories of Big
Data, one that takes place primarily onshore which is not dependent on the ship
which could be analysis of freight rates,
trading routes, etc, none of which relies
upon picking up data from the vessel,"
explained Hans. "Then you have the rest
which I think is the most interesting at
this point, which is getting data from the
vessel and transferring that data to shore
with the purpose of analysing it. That's
the difficult part because it's not easy,
you don't have an infrastructure between

The divide developing between 'technical' engineering data and wider
enterprise data could wrong-foot us into believing that Big Data is a
technology transformation wave, rather than a business transformation wave that will affect every part of our operations.
required before passengers even realise
they are going to need to take flights.
"DNV GL highlighted yesterday that
Big Data had taken them quite unawares,
but they are talking about engineering
data, and I think that people are failing
to put the two together and say, actually we have a chance to smooth out the
cyclical nature of the shipping industry
if we could merge these great technical
datasets we're starting to see emerge,
with commercial datasets. Whether that's
ERP, social media or macro economic
data, we can bring those together to
start making evidence-based decisions
rather than what we're seeing from ship
operators who continue to make gut-feel,
counter cyclical investment in tonnage,"
he suggested.
Agreeing with the premise, Nigel
Cleave, CEO of Videotel, pointed out
the interrelationships between the data.
"I think you're right, it's a combination
of both. Big Data is an opportunity to
explore the bigger picture including the
intelligent operation of systems, performance monitoring and optimisation, as
well as a systemic overview of operations,
all of which have a commercial impact,"
said Nigel. "Monitoring lube oil optimisation feed rates for example, getting that
rate absolutely correct means you achieve

vessel to shore as you have on the shore,
that's a big problem."
Reiterating the InterManager experience of the KPI project George Hoyt
again stressed the importance of common
standards, indicating that without it Big
Data would struggle to gain any traction
in shipping, as the KPI project had done.
K D Adamson suggested that it was
perhaps important to differentiate between a company's internal data held in
relational databases, and industry standard data. "For example if Rolls-Royce or
Wärtsilä are monitoring engines and running analytics to optimise performance,
as long as the manufacturer understands
what those metrics mean then that's
fine," she said. "It's not necessary for the
ship operator to define those standards,
it's just key that they have confidence in
the supplier, in the veracity of the data
coming back and the analytics and optimisation taking place on the back of it."
Speaking from the perspective of
ShipServ, its Business Development
Director Mark Warner disagreed with
the idea that all data had to be rigidly
defined in order to be useful, and went
further, suggesting that one element
of ShipServ's success in comparison to
other early competitors had been its
deliberately open approach to data clasJanuary 2016 future
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Is it the role of technology suppliers to
create an appetite for Big Data in the shipping industry? Or is the really important
step forward that ship operators realise
themselves it's to their advantage?

sification. "I agree with what Kate says, I
question whether it really matters from
the point of view of the ship operator. I
think we succeeded 15 years ago where
others didn't because we didn't categorise, we didn't come up with definitions
for everything," said Mark. "We didn't
do that, so we made it easy for the end
user to use the system, and now, utilising
algorithms and ‘big data’ techniques we
can pull that data out and identify and
correlate it. So I don't necessarily agree
that you need to be very rigid in your
classifications, I think it's far more about
delivering what the end user wants."
Representing InterManager's members, responsible for 5,000 ships and in
excess of 250,000 seafarers, its Secretary
General Captain Kuba Szymanski was
clear that end users were the real issue in
the whole discussion.
"My biggest problem when listening to all this is we are missing the end
user. The end user is responsible for the
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reliability of this data, the end user is
then fed back the decisions and if the
end user doesn't trust this data then he's
not going to use it," said Kuba. From his
perspective the end user at the moment
is predominantly male and 45 years and
over, who has 'not been born with an
iPad in their hands', and—perhaps more
worryingly—simply isn't a 'believer'.
As one of the founders and CEO of
Xeneta, the crowdsourced freight rate
benchmarking platform that has seen
explosive growth over the past three
years, Patrik Ølstad Berglund zeroed in
on the misapprehension that Big Data is
somehow a product which suppliers are
trying to sell into operators.
"There seems to be a lot of biased
opinions here about Big Data and
analytics, but for me it's about answering
questions, finding support for answering
questions and I think we do that in everything," explained Patrik. "For example
even when I'm considering new office
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space I look at the budgets and projections, for every decision we make we try
to find external sources to answer our
questions. But there's no point in me using a lot of Big Data to come up with the
kind of simple answers you can get from
making a phone call to the ship. You have
to identify where the value proposition
for Big Data is within your organisation."
Patrik went onto explain where the
Xeneta platform added value to its users,
allowing them not just to benchmark
internally but to connect all the dots to
allow them to really say something about
performance and identify why there are
differences. But for George Hoyt the
idea that any supplier would even get
a hearing from a ship operator about a
Big Data product was ridiculous. "Please
understand, with all due respect to the
people in this room you probably won't
get in to speak to a decision maker," he
advised Patrik. "I spent 30 years doing it,
I promise you."
Patrik's suggestion that there is no
difference between a supplier selling a
Big Data solution and one selling equipment or vessels was met with incredulity by InterManager. "What? Nothing
different? You're talking to me about Big
Data and I'm a shipping company with
older ships, with all due respect, I can't
even hear you," warned George.
If ship operators are making it a
policy not to engage with technology
suppliers talking about Big Data then it's
hard to see how even those with the kind
of value propositions advocated by InterManager at the roundtable are going to
make any headway. In an industry where
plenty of operators are failing to make
money it would appear to be an astonishingly short-sighted attitude. But it wasn't
one on display everywhere at Nor-Shipping. Speaking about the need to address
issues around the cost of fuel and new
sulphur regulations senior operators on a
variety of platforms at events claimed to
be searching for solutions that could help
them, and anyone with new ideas would
get a hearing.
What for Spencer Eades of ISSA was
the 'golden nugget' of the day came in
the shape of RightShip CEO Warwick
Norman's concrete example of what
Big Data in shipping really looked like.
"The tools are such that you can mash
up all sorts of different data, so Nigel's

talked about the data he has, and I've
got port state control, and casualty and
performance data, so I can mash that
up and start getting trends out of it," he
explained. "We've done some interesting
work mapping insurance claims, and also
looking at officer matrix."
The officer matrix is a criteria used on
bulk carriers and tankers which relates
to the experience factor of the ship's
crew, particularly the four senior officers and it's used widely. "We matched it
up against performance data out of one
of the large terminals in Australia and
we were able to say that for every year
of experience of a Master in excess of 2
years, the ship would typically save 20
minutes turnaround time," Warwick told
the group. "That plateaued out after 9-10
years, when you don't see any further improvement. But in terms of the selection
process for a charterer bringing ships into
that port, that insight is really interesting.
If I can save 20 minutes and have a ship
that loads at 12,000 tonne per hour, and
I'm doing 1500 ship movements per year
I can save 20 minutes, by 1500 by 12,000
tonne per hour. That's improving my capacity out of that port without any extra
capital. All I do is select better vessels."
Kuba Szymanski summed up his
view, "Firstly I am going to be quite
blunt and controversial about our industry, I think we are very conservative, ship
management is very conservative, we
don't see this necessarily on the horizon—Big Data, as a big enabler and immediate winner—and we need to change
that," he said.
"If you could help us, your role is to
educate. Futurenautics, your magazine
and everything is being read and is very
important, slowly but surely chipping
a way through. It's very good to have a
forum like this and to discuss openly.
It's extremely good to have stakeholders
around this table and it's a good starting
point for us to start learning and educating each other." The issue of communication was still key though.
"We need education, but I also feel
that you guys don't understand my language and that's worrying because if you
are going to provide solutions to shipping you have to speak our language,"
Kuba said. "I have to say that now Inmarsat does have a solution because they
are very high on the reliability, so they
have engagement and they've got trac-

"I think we have as an industry an obligation to
tion where other
VSAT people are
find and suggest and provide solutions for the
struggling. And
smaller ones. If we do that then it's up to them
when they come
to us and ask why
whether they want to take advantage, but those
they aren't makthat don't will simply fall behind. They will lose
ing sales we say
because you aren't
out before they even find out, and I am 100%
listening. Listen,
sure about that." Hans Ottosen, CEO, Danelec.
listen, listen, and
that applies to us
as well, it's not just
one way. We need
to listen to each
other."
Warwick Norman put the rise
of Big Data into
context though. "I
think we've got a
long way to go, but
whether we like it
or not it's happening in all walks of
life and you have
to adapt to it to
make sure your
businesses stay
profitable, because
your competitors
are certainly going
to take it up if they
see profit."
is only one part of the equation, the
Competition may ultimately be the
other is how to deal with them, and on
driver for shipping to embrace Big Data,
that score all the participants were in full
but for Trond Leira the takeaway was the agreement.
need for collaboration. "I think it's the
Collaboration, education and open
collaborative nature of this field, if we
channels of communication might seem
are to succeed we need to rely on each
like obvious necessities in the disruptive
other's ability to convince the industry
and fast-moving business environment
about the way forward, and I think sevwe all face, but for some reason they aperal things lead out of that," he said.
pear to be lacking. It's essential that we
"It obviously needs to be affordchange that.
able and it needs to be reliable but it
The capacity of multiple streams of
also needs to be open, so we would like
information, mashed up together, to debig and small companies to be part of
liver insight and value is what Big Data is
developing this. It might be that the big- all about. As the roundtable demonstratgest players in this arena in 5 years time
ed, if we can end the adversarial divide
aren't even visible at this moment. They
between suppliers and operators, and
can come out of nowhere, so that's the
start mashing ourselves up a little more,
exciting bit."
perhaps we can begin answering some of
Considering that the roundtable
the really big questions the industry faces
discussions were rooted in technology
it's instructional to note that the issues
The full 28pp white paper is available
identified were as much around culture,
for download free of charge at the Futurecognitive diversity, and mindset, as tactinautics website in February 2016.
cal IT deployment, and those issues run
through every organisation—not just
ship operators. But identifying the issues
January 2016 future
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Calling it

The successful launch of Intelsat's EPIC satellite means the new era for maritime
connectivity is gearing-up. But what is the reality of satcoms at sea, and what's
about to change? A major survey has the answers.

A

applications which will be deployed both
s we go to press Intelsat
at sea and ashore in the future.
is reporting that Intelsat
When it comes to the solutions
29e, the first of the Intelsat
deployed, Inmarsat's FleetBroadband
EpicNG high throughput satellites,
has launched successfully from French
was the most commonly fitted satelGuiana aboard its Ariane 5 vehicle.
lite communications system across our
respondents' fleets. But although 82 per
Intelsat's success is part of a new era
cent of the fleet had Inmarsat fitted,
in maritime satellite connectivity alongVSAT solutions were present in 57 per
side other high throughput satellite systems like Inmarsat's GlobalXpress. The
cent making it the second most common satellite solution in the commercial
forecasts are for growth, but how much,
maritime sector.
and what's going to drive it? What will
In terms of spend the average IT exthe maritime communications landscape look like as these systems begin to
penditure per vessel across all respondent
deliver significant bandwidth increases
companies was $23,947, with the majority of companies interviewed spending
to operators?
In order to find out Intelsat commis- between $10-50,000 annually per vessel
sioned Futurenautics Research to under- on IT. What was noticeable however was
take a survey of ship operators and crew
the significant regional variation in that
to try and understand the range of satel- spend, with companies in Asia spending
approximately one fifth of those located
lite solutions and applications currently
in Europe or the rest of the world.
deployed, and importantly, the software
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Spend on connectivity saw Inmarsat
Fleet and FleetBroadband expenditure
concentrated around the $750-$1,500
USD/month range, whilst average
expenditure for VSAT varied according
to the type of solution fitted. Regional/
mini-VSAT installations were in the
range of $750-$1,000/vessel/month and
typically, Ku-Band system expenditure
was around the $2,750-$3,500/vessel/
month range – with just over half the
fleets spending in this range.
Operational efficiency is the most
important reason for choosing a particular communications solution—which
for the first time is considered more
important than cost reduction.
It potentially marks a very important
shift in mind-set from a focus on fitting
solutions to reduce cost, to understanding that they can deliver value
across the business and drive competi-

Surprisingly, crew welfare was only chosen by 3% of
respondents as the primary reason for fitting VSAT, in stark
contrast to the requirements of crew, 72% of whom said
that the level of connectivity provided on board was a factor
in choosing which ship operators they worked for. Of those
crew, 78% said it had a strong, or very strong influence on
which contract they decided to take.

Image credit © Getty Images

tive advantage. But perhaps the most
surprising finding was in relation to crew
welfare. So frequently cited in the past
as a primary reason for fitting VSAT,
crew welfare was only chosen by 3%
of respondents as the most important
reason for fitting. This is in stark contrast
to the requirements of crew. 72% of crew
thought that the level of connectivity
provided on board was a factor in choosing which ship operator they worked for.
Of that 72% of respondents 78% said
that it was a strong, or very strong influence on which contract they decided to
take.
With everyone in maritime talking
about data, and Big Data in particular,
what do ship operators believe the impact
on ship-to-shore data traffic is likely to
be? On average ship operators see that
ship-to-shore data traffic will increase by
nearly 60% over the next 2-3 years and

overwhelmingly thought that VSAT and
next generation VSAT solutions (Intelsat
EPIC, Inmarsat GX etc.) would be the
most suitable solution for their fleet’s
future data requirements. When asked
which solution they would upgrade to
next, and for which vessel type, only
18% of respondents chose an L-Band
solution. An indication that there's been
a significant shift in perception and acceptance of VSAT and HTS services by
all sectors of the maritime market.
With the growth of the BYOD trend
and increasing desire for connectivity
amongst crew, it's key to understand
both the equipment being used on board
now, and what crew expect to be using
in the future. The study found that on
average crew take 3 devices on-board,
the most popular being Smart phones,
laptops and external hard drives. Internet
access is still the most demanded service,
with 73% of respondents believing that
adequate crew Internet service could only
be achieved with bandwidth of 512kbps
or above, putting it well outside existing
L-Band capabilities. Despite all the focus
on connectivity as sea though, the future
service most wanted by crew was free
in-port WiFi.
In terms of the current software
deployment on board vessels it's operational applications (HSEQ, Safety
Management, cargo management, crew
management and tracking / positioning)
which are the most commonly deployed
group of applications today, followed by
commercial applications such as ERP,
E-Procurement, E-Docs and risk/performance management systems. Operational
and commercial applications were seen
to deliver the most value to ship operators whilst IT / Network applications
delivered most cost saving.
Interestingly only 23% of respondent
companies used any form of cloud based

applications despite wide proliferation
of supplier companies providing cloud
based versions of their software solutions.
When it came to analytics, half of
the ship operator respondents indicated
that they did undertake some form of
data analytics on the data collected from
their on-board sensors and applications.
IT / Network analytics and operational
data were the most common analytics
undertaken.
According to respondents, the most
significant growth in applications over
the next 3 years is going to come from
Navigation and IT as well as Engineering and Crew / Training applications.
The most widely deployed navigation
applications in 3 years will be ECDIS,
Back of Bridge, E-Publications, weather
routing and navigation data collection.
Whilst the most commonly deployed IT/
networking applications will be Data/
cyber-security, remote IT diagnostics and
network optimisation solutions.
Respondents say that Environment Control Areas (ECA’s) will be a
driver for deployment of engineering
applications, specifically that emissions
monitoring and gathering and analysis
of main engine sensor data will lead to
the broader adoption of CBM (condition based monitoring). For a fascinating
insight into Rolls-Royce's cutting edge
Equipment Health Monitoring solutions
read 'Buying the Cow' this issue.
The survey also showed that growth
in crew application deployment will be
focussed on online training and content
services in the future.
Fortunately Intelsat has chosen to
share the key findings with the wider
industry in a free white paper available
in February 2016. Register now at the
Futurenautics website to receive
your free copy.
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I

f you've anything to do with
publishing then you'll know
that the 'slush pile' refers to the
mountain of unsolicited manuscripts
received by agents and publishers. And
they get very tired of them. So some
unlucky—and invariably very junior—person in the office has the job of
panning through this pile, searching for
the nugget of gold lurking somewhere
inbetween the excruciating biblethemed space-operas, and kiddie books
about anthropomorphic can openers.
A writer 'discovered' from the slush
pile is often treated in publishing like
the second coming, which is astonishing really. In a world where most
companies are focussed on growth and
innovation publishers and agents have
always treated this invaluable pipeline—and usually the people who make
it up—with almost utter contempt.
Which is why it's so deliciously
ironic that one of the biggest events in
the world dedicated to finding talent
and innovative ideas and connecting
them with the finance and experience
necessary for global success, decided to
call itself by the same name.
You probably don't work in publishing, so you can be forgiven for not
knowing about the slush pile, but you
should get familiar with Slush, the
event. Originally founded in 2008 in
the grey slushy Finnish capital Helsinki—hence the name—Slush has
been growing in size and ambition. Its
2008 gathering of 300 has mushroomed
into a sold-out behemoth of close to
15,000 attendees from more than 3500
companies across two days.
The philosophy behind it has always
been to 'help the next generation of
great, world-conquering companies
forward', and judging by the hordes of
entrepreneurs, investors, tech-start-ups
and disruptive innovators looking to
scale their ideas that schlep to Helsinki
each year, they're clearly doing something right.
Attendees regularly include Silicon
Valley luminaries, the founders of
companies like Flickr, Spotify, Blippar
and Zendesk and the likes of Google
Ventures all looking for the new ideas
and talent that could change industries
and the world. The shipping and maritime industry—you will be unsurprised
to hear—hasn't tended to trouble Slush
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too much in the past. But that changed
this year. Not one, but two of our lot
walked the main stage.
Regular readers of Futurenautics will
recognise the name Patrik Ølstad Berglund, and the company he co-founded,
Xeneta. The crowdsourced freight-rate
benchmarking platform which is only a
few years old was one of Futurenautics'
early picks as a major disruptive force in
the industry, and Berglund was the very
first of our Futurenauts.
Having raised US$8.5m in funding
Xeneta's explosive growth leveraging
Big Data analytics to disrupt the $200bn
sea freight industry saw it on the stage
as part of a showcase of the next Nordic
tech superstars—a place it has both
earnt and fully deserves. In fact Xeneta's
story (which you can read about in 'Sauce
for the Goose' in a previous issue), tells
you a lot about why many companies
don't bother with the maritime industry
at all. Xeneta originally took its ideas
and prototype platform to a major ship
operator who told Berglund his idea
was so disruptive someone in shipping
was likely to kill him if he showed it to
customers.
But that was four years ago, before it
really dawned on the industry—which
Berglund likes to point out is the only
one keeping the fax machine alive—that
digital disruption wasn't something it
could put its fingers in its ears and sing
through.
It's not just the abysmal state of
many sectors of the industry that's making people nervous, it's the realisation
that this could be the new normal. The
result is that ship operators of all kinds
are beginning to be receptive to new
solutions, methods and ways of operating. And for big, incumbent maritime
suppliers that creates an urgent need to
provide them.
Innovation in the shipping and
maritime industry is so important that
I'm devoting the next issue to exploring
it, so it was a great pleasure to have the
chance to chat with Tero Hottinen. He's
the other one of our lot who walked the
stage at Slush this year showcasing not a
lean, six month old start-up, but a venerable 181-year old wrinkly by the name
of Wärtsilä .
As its General Manager of Business
Innovation Hottinen (who is neither old
nor wrinkly) was launching something
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Patrick de Laive sets the
stage alight at 2015's
Slush in Helsinki.

called the Wärtsilä Marine Mastermind
contest at Slush. That's because whilst
Wärtsilä's R&D team has domain expertise coming out of its collective pores,
what it doesn't have is that disruptive,
cognitive diversity that I spent the last
issue of Futurenautics banging on about.
“Coming up with new disruptive
concepts is perhaps not in our DNA,
but for start-ups, that’s a matter of life
and death,” says Hottinen. The Marine
Mastermind Contest is aimed at finding

Slush Pile

Publishing didn't recognise its slush pile as an idling engine of disruption
until it was too late. But at the Slush event in Finland maritime went looking
for disruptive ideas.
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start-ups with the kind of ideas Wärtsilä needs, and in return offering them
a chance to test and develop them in a
corporate environment.
Wärtsilä has specified that ideas
need to focus on enhancing the digitised
service offering in the marine business,
which includes commissioning and
servicing of assets, and could feature
proactive and predictive maintenance,
virtual assistance or optimising on-board
operations via intelligent data analytics.

“The actual idea can be something new,
something old, a big one, a small one—a
weird one even—you name it. No matter,
as long as it can really be applied in the
marine industry, either now or in the future,” said Hottinen on stage in Helsinki.
The winner of the challenge will
participate in a 30-day, lean innovation
lab product development sprint, orchestrated by Shift Actions. “This will give
the start-up the possibility to collaborate
with experts with true industry insights,

giving their solutions global access," says
Hottinen.
As we go to press I'm hoping that
Hottinen is going to be able to give us
the winners shortlist for the Marine
Mastermind contest to publish this issue. But if it is currently appearing on a
nearby page it's going to have come too
late for me to write about it. I'll save that
for next issue, together with a more indepth discussion of how Hottinen meets
the innovation challenge for Wärtsilä—if
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he's willing. Who the shortlisted companies and ideas are I don't know yet, but
Hottinen appeared happy with the kind
of feedback he was getting at Slush.
"Start-ups seem to value this opportunity to get a tailwind from a
big corporation, and there are a lot of
companies out there whose applications
can be used in the marine business even
though they had not initially realised
that themselves,” he reported from the
event.
Of course the real challenge is
when you start diving into the ideas.
Fragmented ownership, responsibilities,
regulations and drivers—for example,
the number of start-ups that have come
to me talking about saving operators fuel
without understanding it's often the
charterers who foot that bill—means you
need not just an understanding of your
business, but your customer's business.
And that's often been the Achilles
Heel of the maritime supply-side. It's
been very good at developing products
IMO were going to force ship operators
to adopt, but as I've found in my consulting career, tends to lack deep knowledge of the shipping business itself.
It's something publishing never understood either—customers, that is, not
the shipping business. It took Amazon

to come along and demonstrate to it
that its despised slush-pilers were actually both its pipeline and its customers.
Amazon used its digital platforms to
turn them into both authors, reviewers
and high-frequency book buyers, and
makes money on all counts. Publishing,
with all its domain expertise, only makes
back the advance it pays to authors in
around ten per cent of cases.
Xeneta's Berglund will give you
chapter and verse on the importance
of a relentless focus on answering the
questions your customer is asking. I'd
go further. I think now we need to be
thinking one customer ahead; not just
shipping but the cargo owners, and their
customers, the consumers.
So it's partly for that reason that
I'm so interested to see what's lying
in Wärtsilä's Slush pile. Because if the
closest connection those start-ups have
with shipping is as the consumers at the
other end, there's a possibility we really
could see some game-changing
thinking.

Image credit © Xeneta/ Leif Rosas, Redstar /Wärtsilä
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Left, from top, Xeneta's Patrik Berglund,
and Wärtsilä's Tero Hottinen on stage at
Slush 2015. Below: The Marine Mastermind Shortlist, available on the Wärtsilä
website.

Maritime Cyberwatch
2016
As momentum around cyber security and
resilience in shipping and maritime gathers,
Futurenautics releases the first ever research
into how boards are approaching the issue,
and the reality of crew's experiences on the
front line.

C

yber security and resilience
has been identified by the
World Economic Forum
as one of the top ten issues facing the
global economy. Shipping and the wider
maritime industry is beginning to grasp
the potential implications of a failure
to engage with the issue, but still there
is scant reliable data on which to base
any conclusions about the state of cyber
security and the incidence of attack.
To try and bridge this gap Futurenautics Research undertook the first
survey of its kind in the industry, surveying both senior management and boards
about their engagement with the topic,
their ability to assess the risks involved,
their current expertise and investment in
cyber security. At the same time as part
of the Crew Connectivity Survey 2015,
Futurenautics Research questioned 3,000
serving crew across all sectors about their
front-line experience of the cyber threat.
Brought together, these two datasets provide a unique insight into the
likely prevalence of attacks on ships and
organisations to date, and the level of
readiness to meet that threat.
The full results and conclusions will
be made available free of charge during Q1 2016. To receive your free copy
register online now at the Futurenautics
website.

Yes, 12%

Crew: Have you ever
received any cyber
security training?

No, 88%

Don’t know,
27%

Boards: Have your
customers enquired
about your security
credentials in the last
12 months?

Yes, 40%

No, 30%
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Gadgets
A

nyone who's had to share a
bed with a snorer will tell you
that it is a soul-destroying
situation and there are a myriad of supposed fixes—from sewing half a tennis
ball into the back of the offender's pyjamas, to over-the-counter remedies.
But the Silent Partner has gone all
high-tech on snoring. Silent Partner isn't
going to stop you snoring, it's just going
to drown you out.

It utilises the principle of destructive interference—which I am reliably
informed is not striking your partner repeatedly over the head with a solid object until they stop. In physics this refers
to the interference of two sound waves
of equal frequency and opposite phase,
which means they cancel each other out.
The Silent Partner device basically transfers that into the bedroom, picking up the
amplitude and frequency of the sound

The Silent Partner
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wave caused by the snoring and emitting—in real time—a sound wave with
an inverted phase.
The technique is described by the
company as "subwavelength active noise
cancellation" which creates a silent zone
around the snorer which is effective as
close as 20cm (8 inches).
Because the sound the device emits
is acoustic there are no vibrations which
could wake up the snorer and the device
incorporates an isolation mechanism
which prevents sound vibrations being
transmitted through contact.
The Silent Partner sticks to one's nose
with hypoallergenic medical-grade adhesive patches which can be reused for up
to a month, and is powered by a rechargeable battery which lasts all night. It can
be recharged with a mini-US cable and
standard phone charger.
Sound like heaven? You can support
their fundraising on Indiegogo where the
earlybird price is US$59, with shipping
estimated in November 2016.
Not to be sniffed at.

Yoga
Mouse

O

n sale in April 2016 the new
Logitech Yoga Mouse has
gone multipurpose, doubling
as a Windows remote control to command
a media player, presentation software and
other applications.
Designed so that one can use the
mouse as normal and then switch to control a slideshow or video from a distance
the device connects either via 2.4 GHz
wireless (using a proprietary USB dongle)
or the more common Bluetooth 4.0 protocol.
The transforming input device is Windows 10-compatible and includes an in-

Image credit © Logitch/Lenovo

tegrated rechargeable battery that Lenovo
says lasts up to a month. It measures 112.5
x 59.9 x 13.5 mm (4.43 x 2.36 x 0.53 in),
the mouse/remote hybrid weighs 68 g or
0.15 lb.
The device is intended to match up
with the company's convertible laptops
which have the same twisting and folding

mechanisms and colour schemes—clementine orange, champagne golf, platinum
silver or ebony black. The transforming
Yoga Mouse goes on sale in April for
US$69.99.

Ruggie
Image credit ©hypebeast

N

ot a morning person? Or
have a teenager in the house
perhaps? Either way you may
be interested in the Ruggie. Less an alarm
clock, more an un-welcome mat the Ruggie is made of rebounding memory foam
and felt and its embedded sensor and
bright clock LED display in the corner is
designed to get you, well, un-embedded.
Set the alarm via your smartphone
and nothing will shut it off again short of

you resting your feet on it for a full three
seconds. And there's no snooze button.
Ruggie has a USB port so you can
connect via a computer and configure the
alarm which includes setting your own
custom sound to wake up to—birdsong
perhaps, the gentle lap of the ocean on the
beach, or for particularly stubborn teenagers the collision alarm off a triple-E.
The Ruggie measures 15.5 in x 23.5 in
(40 x 60 cm), and runs on three AA bat-

teries which apparently last a year (which
may be longer than the Ruggie if your
teenager is particularly stroppy).
The project has attracted more than
US$70,000 on Kickstarter, so head there
and get your pledge in and you could have
a Ruggie of your very own by September.
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Ehang 184

T

hink of a drone and you may
be put in mind of Amazon's
Prime Air last-mile delivery
drones, or perhaps the one from manufacturer DJI which landed on the White
House lawn last year. But another Chinese manufacturer has something which
might take you a minute to wrap your
head around, and it should be commercially available later this year.
The Ehang 184 AAV (Autonomous
Aerial Vehicle) is designed to carry a single human passenger, autonomously flying them from one location to another.
Users will get in, switch it on, choose their
destination using a 12-inch touchscreen
tablet display, then press the "take-off "
button. The Ehang's autonomous flight
systems will then fly the vehicle, managing communications with air traffic control and other aircraft, navigating you to
your destination via the fastest yet safest
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route available. In the event of malfunctions there are a variety of failsafe systems
which will reportedly take over, and as a
passenger you're able to force the drone
to stop and hover if you need it to.
The Ehang 184 is made of a carbon
fibre/epoxy composite body, an aerial
aluminium alloy frame, and eight motors
producing 142 hp/106 kW to eight propellers which are divided into four groups
of two, each pair located on the top and
bottom of one of four arms. Those arms
can fold up when the drone is parked on
the ground, allowing it to take up less
space.
Charging of its 14.4-kWh battery
pack takes four hours in trickle mode
or two hours in fast-charge, with a full
charge reportedly being sufficient to keep
January 2016

one passenger airborne for up to 23 minutes at sea level. The whole thing weighs
440 lb (200 kg), can carry up to 264 lb
(120 kg), has a maximum speed of 62
mph (100 km/h) and can reach a maximum altitude of 11,480 ft (3,499 m).
It even has a storage for a backpack or
delivery items, full interior and exterior
lighting, aircon, 4G internet connectivity
and gull-wing doors.
According to Ehang the drone is
already functional and there will be a
series of worldwide demo flights soon.
When it goes on sale—later this year says
Ehang—it will cost between US$200300,000. Now is that an awesome ubergadget or what?

Adorn

P

ersonalisation is one of the key
trends for the future, and when
it comes to make-up the market is huge. Choosing the correct shade
of foundation for your skin is difficult, but
throw in changes in your skin tone caused
by tanning etc, and you have a problem.
Adorn have come up with what they
call a portable "3D makeup printer"
which creates foundation that's custom
toned to the user by using a built-in optical sensor to scan the face.
The device then reads the skin tone
and mixes a bespoke colour from the various shades of foundation in the replaceable cartridge. When blended the device
dispenses the foundation onto a makeup

Image credit ©Adorn

sponge or fingers. You can scan the skin as
often as you like which means your foundation will always match your skin tone,
no matter what you've been doing to it.
The pen-like device will apparently
run for weeks on one charge of the builtin battery, is waterproof and works with all

skin colours. If you want one for you—or
the man in your life—then they're available for pre-order at US$139 (planned
retail price is US$279) and the refill cartridges will cost US$20 each.
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ArcaBoard

Images credit © ArcaBoard

A

nyone familiar with the Back
to the Future franchise will
remember the hoverboard
the movies promised would be around
by 2015. Now aerospace company ArcaBoard claims it's produced one. And it's
taking orders.
ArcaBoard is said to actually hover
and cruise up to a foot over any surface,
be it concrete, sand or even water. Lift is
created by 36 high-power electric ducted
fans creating up to 272 horsepower and
430 lb (1913 N) of thrust. The batteries
however, only last a maximum of six minutes on the lightweight version and three
minutes on the ArcaBoard designed for
heavier riders. Top speed is also limited
to 20km/h (12.5 mph).
You can control the board either with
your body or via a Bluetooth-connected
iOS or Android app that activates a
stabilisation system and relays navigation commands via hand movements. It
measures 145 x 76 x 15 cm (57 x 30 x
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6 inches) and weighs 82 kg (180 lb) and
has a range per battery charge of about 1
mile (2km)—recharging takes six hours,
or 35 minutes with the rapid charging
accessory.
But what you may find most jawdropping about the ArcaBoard is the
price—US$19,900 for the board with

January 2016

another US$4,500 for the rapid charging accessory. But possibly worth it to
jump aboard and utter the immortal
phrase, "Roads? Where we're going we
don't need roads." "...For at least the next
mile."

iSafe Drive

Image credit © iSafe

L

ove Apple devices but put off
by the inability to transfer files
and create extra storage? This
may change your mind. The iSafe Drive
Lite claims to be the fastest and easiest
way to transfer between your computer
(Mac or PC) and your iOS devices.
The ultra-high-speed drive safely
stores 32GB of data and uses the same

encryption as the US federal government. As a two-way transfer device, you
can swap out music and contacts between
your phone and desktop and even stream
movies and songs directly from the drive
without eating up data.
It's the first Apple-approved plug-in
drive for the iPhone and its sleek design
has the brushed aluminium finish associ-

ated with Apple. It has a Lightning connector at one end, and a USB port at the
other, is self-powered and measures less
than 3 inches along its longest side.
If you're keen then at the moment it's
selling for between US$64-91.

and finally, Netflix Socks

O

kay, listen-up Futurenauts,
because this is a gadget you
can't buy, this is a gadget
you're going to have to earn.
If you're one of the hordes of people
who are addicted to so-called 'bingewatching' on Netflix, the company has
come to the rescue. It isn't going to stop

you watching unhealthy amounts of television (perish the thought—Ed.) but what
it is going to do is to make sure that if you
fall asleep in mid-binge, you don't miss
anything. How? With socks. But not just
any old socks.
Netflix has created a blueprint and
step-by-step guide to creating a pair of

socks which will detect when you've fallen
asleep and pause the currently playing
programme so you don't lose track.
The socks use an Arduino microcontroller, an accelerometer, a momentary
button, a battery, and various LEDs employing actigraphy to detect when the
wearer has fallen asleep—basically when
you haven't moved. Then the socks send a
signal to pause playback.
For the 'special weapons' version,
Netflix suggests adding pulse sensors and
embedding a 2.4Ghz transceiver to send
wireless signals to an infrared repeater if
your socks lose line-of-sight to the TV.
You'll need some practical knowledge
of electronics, programming and soldering as you toil to create your socks in a
shed-based, A-Team style montage. But
think of the wider possibilities. Forget
Netflix—what about BNWAS? That
could be transformed. Get the satcoms
boys involved and your socks could soon
be streaming live data from the bridge.
SmartShips? Nah, Smart Socks is the
way to go...
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Wow

moments
What's the last piece of technology
- consumer, professional or industrial which made you say, "Wow!"?

I

have become a great fan of many new
technologies. But one of the latest
that has caught my attention is ‘solar thermal fuel’. The solar thermal fuel
polymer can harvest sunlight by day and
release heat on-demand.
This is extremely interesting because
it can help us address two of the most
pressing challenges we face today: our expanding energy needs and how to reduce
carbon emissions. Solar energy offers a
promising solution to both challenges
through its abundant characteristic and
the lack of carbon emissions.
However, a transformation from fossil fuels to solar energy requires efficient
and cost-effective processes to collect,
store, and transport our most plentiful—
but intermittent—source of energy.
The promising approach of solar
thermal fuel is the production of synthetic fuel, which can harvest and store
the sun's energy in chemical form via
rearrangement of photoactive molecules,
allowing solar energy to be easily transported and stored in the form of heat on
demand.

Christopher Rex,
Head of Research,
Danish Ship Finance

O

ne of our engineers recently put
together a video presentation
on the future vision for remote
support; professional quality of the
animation and graphics available to individuals are just unbelievable. It’s hard to
conceive how quickly this capability has
developed.

Jay McFadyen,
Senior Vice President of
Engineering & Product Development - Services
Rolls-Royce
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In no vat i o n
The word innovation is everywhere, but how
much of it is maritime really demonstrating?
Organisations too frequently ‘renovate’ existing
offerings adding features and functionality, rather than innovating around
their business models,
customer requirements
and new opportunities
created by technology to
deliver products and services differently. Where
are our innovators, and
what can we learn from
them?
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Looking for a lightbulb moment?
Shaping a strategy for the future is incredibly complex, but there's
a simple step you can take today to improve your odds of success.
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identifying the trends, threats and opportunities shipping's technology-enabled future holds.
Take out your free subscription today.
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